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Abstract 

Conflict is as old as human history. It is a clash of ideas resulted from the presence of 

incompatibility of beliefs, ideas, values, wants and goals of people. This definition shows that the 

presence of incompatibility is the cause of conflict. Ethiopia has been experiencing the most 

widespread and worst ethnic conflicts after the coming of Abiy Ahmed into power. This was 

really a tragedy for Ethiopians.  The purpose of this study is to assess how the two print media 

namely, The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter newspapers, frame the ethnic conflicts that 

occurred from April 2, 2018- October 2, 2018. These newspapers were deliberately selected 

since they are well known and interested in dealing with critical issues and current affairs. These 

newspapers are from government and private print media. The English version of the 

newspapers was selected, because this avoids ambiguity during translation of its Amharic 

version. Similarly, the period was intentionally chosen because there were several ethnic 

conflicts during that particular period. Media were also allowed to cover issues freely. To meet 

the main objectives of the research, four main research questions were set. These are: what were 

the data sources for The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter newspapers during covering ethnic 

conflicts? What are the frames of The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter newspapers used 

during covering ethnic conflicts? How do The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter newspapers 

cover causes and consequences of ethnic conflict issues during the study period? Why The 

Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter newspapers choose to use these types of frames in ethnic 

conflicts?  The research used textual analysis and interview to answer the questions. The 

research has found the following findings: four frames: the annihilation, the attribution of 

responsibility, incapability of government officials and law and order, crime and justice are 

identified in the study. Government offices were highly used as sources by The Ethiopian Herald. 

The Reporter mostly uses victims, government officials and academics so as to cross-check the 

credibility of the source. The sources influenced the selected newspapers to frame the stories the 

way identified above. It also influences the newspapers to cover mostly the consequences 

ignoring the root causes of the ethnic conflict. The research also identified that the ownership 

and political ideology of   the media has an impact in covering ethnic conflicts.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Background of the Study  

Conflict is as old as human history. Conflict dates from the beginning of human history and will 

probably never end (Jeong, 2008:4). This shows that conflict seems the inseparable side of 

human life. As far as human beings exist, conflict exists though the type varies.  There is no all-

inclusive definition for conflict. Different scholars have defined conflict differently based on 

their interests. The most common way of defining conflict basically focuses on the interests of 

the parties. Conflict can be defined as the friction caused by difference, proximity and movement 

(Francis, 2002: 3). Conflict represents the persistent and pervasive nature of inter-group and 

international competition among disparate interests and values that underlies power dynamics 

(Jeong, 2008:5). This definition shows that the presence of diversified human interests, needs 

and wants along with their abilities, and so as to fulfill these interests, people come in to clash.  

It also occurs when two or more groups having incompatible desires, attitudes or needs want to 

get their interests through actions that hurt the other group. This idea is strengthened by Jeong; in 

conflict situations, the dynamics of actions and counteractions inevitably engage attempts to 

control the other‘s behavior, often with the intent to injure or destroy (Jeong, 2008: 5).  Interests 

can be found in many ways, such as over access to and distribution of resources (e.g. territory, 

money, energy sources, food); control of power and participation in political decision making; 

identity, (cultural, social and political communities), status or values, particularly those 

embodied in systems of government, religion or ideology. 

Conflict is a clash of ideas resulted from the presence of incompatibility of beliefs, ideas, values, 

wants and goals of people. Due to the presence of heterogeneous people in the world, it seems 

that this heterogeneity is a source of conflict in one or another way.  Time by itself brings 

conflict. This is because people will not live the same life; they go in accordance with the time. 

Conflict is also always about change (Toit, 2012: 7). He states that among other things, people 

trying to meet unfulfilled needs, enhance their influence, defend their identities, gain increased 

access to resources and reduce inequalities and injustice. Actually conflict may not always be 
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taken as destructive; unless it is violent. Conflict is an important driver of change and change is 

at the heart of almost all reporting; it is what makes news a news (Toit, 2012: 7). 

African societies like other developing nations‘ societies have been undergoing a crisis due to 

inter-ethnic conflicts since pre-colonial times a trend that even colonization did not break 

(Isacko, 2007:1). Ethnic, or inter-ethnic, conflict refers to disputes between contending groups 

who identify themselves primarily on the basis of ethnic criteria and who make group claims to 

resources on the basis of their collective rights (Henderson, 2010: 4). 

Ethnic, or interethnic, conflict refers to disputes between contending groups who identify 

themselves primarily on the basis of ethnic criteria and who make group claims to resources on 

the basis of their collective rights (Henderson, 2010:4). Media play a very great role in society. If 

they are used properly, media can foster peace in the society.  For instance, media events can be 

used in times of conflict to build confidence, facilitate negotiations or to break diplomatic 

deadlocks to create conducive atmosphere to negotiation. After World War II, media have been 

directly taking part in ethnic conflicts. Sudan, Rwanda, Yugoslavia, and Turkey are current 

examples of these conflicts (Arcan, 2013: 1). Media can play great roles in escalating or reducing 

conflicts. If hate speech is released from media to the audience, the role of media will be 

escalating conflict. For example, the most drastic and well known examples of hate speech 

communicated through the media that have brought worldwide attention, have been experienced 

in Rwanda and Yugoslavia (Arcan, 2013: 1). 

    In Rwanda the media were instrumental in the 1994 genocide, while the local 

media incited the killing based on ethnicity, the international media either ignored 

what was happening or misinterpreted the events there. The local population 

depended on the services provided by the radios especially for those who were 

unable to read and write. The radios also played a crucial part while connecting 

the government to the governed. Rwanda, until 1991 was a single party state 

therefore government used the radios to inform the population on the new cabinet 

lists, list of admission to secondary schools as well as dismissal of government 

officials. But in 1994 genocide was not the first time the radios encouraged ethnic 

killings (Mubiri Muthoni Ruth, 2014:3). The private broadcast company Libre des 

Mille Collines and the national Radio Rwanda took active roles in fomenting 

ethnic hatred among citizens driving the Hutu people to kill at least half million of 

the Tutsi population in 1994 (Arcan H. Esra, 2013:2). The news media play a 

significant role in the success of multidimensional peace missions (Gadzekpo, 

2017: 20). 
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It is true that the media single-handedly cannot start a war; it is also true that the media single-

handedly cannot end conflict (Arcan, 2013: 2). This is because there should be agents either to 

bring peace or to end conflict. UN or NGOs‘ radio stations and programs in peace missions in 

several countries have disseminated impartial, reliable news and information and developed 

conflict resolution strategies (Ibid, 2013: 3). The vital role of the media in reporting conflicts is 

to accurately present events in a fair and balanced way.  

Ethiopia is a home of several ethno-linguistic communities with different histories, languages, 

beliefs and cultures. It has experienced war, ethnic clashes, ethnic tensions, and violence. This 

study, thus, dedicated for itself to prepare how the two print media houses have played roles in 

giving attention in covering ethnic conflicts.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Ethiopia is a home of over 80 ethnic groups with different languages and possesses different 

dialects. This diversity has been a source of strength, as demonstrated by the unity of all the 

ethnic groups in the fight against the Italian invasion in the 1890s and 1930s as well as the 

Somali incursion in the 1970s (Kebede, 2016: 23). It is composed of several ethno-linguistic 

communities with different histories, languages, and cultures. Despite their diverse historical 

origins and with several points of contacts over the centuries, all of them have coexisted and 

continue to exist as nations among nations (Lubo, 2012: 63). However, this diversity does not 

usually be guaranteed for strength because it may again be a cause of conflict.  

Ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia currently are aggravating. The people in Ethiopia, who are divided 

linguistically, geographically, and culturally, have been experiencing ethnic conflicts that result a 

very severe loss of human lives and properties. All these ethnic conflicts are arising from the 

four corners of the country.  

 To show how ethnic conflicts are widespread, serious, and complex in the 

country, the Borana Zone of Oromia may also be another good example. In 

this zone, the ethnic groups Guji, Garba, Burji, Borana, Garre, and Konso 

have been experiencing fierce conflicts amongst each other, which have 

resulted in the loss of many lives. For example, the conflict between the 

Borana and the Konso ethnic groups killed 23 people in four months in 2008 

(Mulatu, 2017: 25).  
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He has also added, ―A conflict of the Borana against the Gabra and Garre killed three people in 

2009‖ (Mulatu, 2017: 25). Even recently, there was ethnic conflict between Afar and Tigray, 

Amhara and Tigray, Sidama and Wolayta, Oromo and Gamo, Amhara and Gumuz, etc. in 2018. 

Though the government has interfered, they are increasing from time to time.  If these problems 

do not get immediate solutions, things can go worse and worse. For this, the media have to 

interfere because the media are the most powerful entities on earth. They have the power to 

make the innocent feel guilty and the guilty feel innocent and that‘s the power: this mostly 

happens the way the media present the story because media can control the minds of the masses. 

Media have a major role to play in controlling the spread of conflict by disseminating 

information to the public with the widest coverage, by preaching peace bringing very accepted 

elites to the media. It is so important to assess how media report ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia.  

There are gaps that identify how the Ethiopian print media have reported those ethnic conflicts in 

Ethiopia. Most of the literatures have reported that the media can either show a negative or 

positive intervention in the escalation of conflicts in a given country. Researchers have discussed 

the negative roles of the media in escalating conflicts among ethnic groups by taking cases of 

Rwandan and Former Yugoslavian conflicts, which caused the killing of at least one million 

people in total in the two countries. On the contrary, the Northern Ireland local media are 

mentioned as playing a positive role in solving the conflicts and bringing peace to the two 

religious groups. As long as ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia exist, journalists should seriously work 

on reporting them according to the standard being socially responsible during framing conflicts 

particularly ethnic conflicts. Therefore, studying the ethnic conflict reporting in Ethiopian Herald 

and The Reporter Newspapers may have vital importance for this discussion on the media and 

ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia. Ethiopian media somehow work in complex situations; printing 

ethnic conflict stories should not be seen as simple as the reporting of other issues. Reporting on 

these issues means that journalists are giving due attention to all ethnic conflicts. Then, 

journalists, and the media in general, need to be able to offer various professional and moral 

aspects. This is because the intervention of the media in reporting ethnic conflicts in a 

professional and responsible way becomes profoundly important, not only to inform the public 

credible information correctly, but also to let the media play a crucial role in solving those ethnic 

conflicts that frequently happen  in the country. As the main concern of this study, the ethnic 

conflicts in the country and the Ethiopian media, conducting a research on these two cases might 
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show the overall situations of the media/journalists in the country, and might offer some 

contribution to academics in media studies. 

1.3 . Objectives of the Research  

1.3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of this study is to assess how the public and private newspapers frame 

ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia.  

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives are to: 

1. Analyzing the sources of ethnic conflict stories used by the two selected newspapers 

during the study period. 

2. Identifying the type of framing used during covering ethnic conflict stories in the 

sampled period.   

1.4. Research Questions  

The following are the main research questions: 

1. What were the sources for Ethiopian Herald and Reporter Newspapers during covering 

ethnic conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C? 

2.  What are the frames of the Ethiopian Herald and the Reporter Newspapers used during 

covering ethnic conflicts? 

3. How do the Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter Newspapers cover causes and 

consequences of ethnic conflict issues during the study period?  

4. Why Ethiopian Herald and Reporter Newspapers choose to use this type of frame in 

ethnic conflicts? 
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1.5 Significance of the Study 

Although different researches have been conducted on ethnic conflict, for example, inter -ethnic 

conflicts between the Gabra and Dassentech communities of Marsabit (Isacko, 2007), print 

media framing of the Niger Delta conflict in the two Nigerian Newspapers (Amenagahawon, 

2017), the role of media in conflict management (Chebii, 2015), the news framing of the 2003 

IRAQ War (El-Bendary, 2015), and Why Silence? Reporting Internal Conflict in Ethiopian 

Newspapers (Mulatu, 2017), they specifically did not see the framing of ethnic conflicts in 

Ethiopia recently. This research would contribute for journalists and academic staff on how to 

report ethnic conflicts the way it brings peace among different ethnicities. As it is known, 

Ethiopia is a home of over hundred million people with different religion, language, culture etc... 

The people may be in conflict as they do not have compatible, ideas, wants, needs and attitudes. 

During this time, the media should give care when framing the conflict. My comparative study of 

these two different newspapers could clearly investigate the way ethnic conflicts are framed. So, 

editors and journalists of the selected media houses would benefit from this research how they 

should report ethnic conflicts in accordance with media ethics to bring peace among ethnicities. 

The academic staff would get a starting point for further research. It would also show the way 

ethnic conflict reporting should be on the basis of social responsibilities and ethics of the media. 

In short, the researcher believes that the present study is important in serving as feedback on the 

presses‘ performance regarding the quality of their coverage concerning ethnic conflicts in 

Ethiopia in their publications. It specifically helps to fill the gap of the press in presenting or 

reporting ethnic conflict issues. It also serves as a reference material for researchers who are 

interested in studying the framing and coverage of ethnic conflicts in the Ethiopian media.  

1.6 Scope of the Study 

There are many state and private owned newspapers in Ethiopia. However, this study focuses on 

the coverage of the Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter Newspapers (English version) in their 

last six months, from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C) publication. At the above mentioned 

time, several ethnic conflicts broke out in different parts of Ethiopia. The study typically 

concentrated on news stories about ethnic conflict issues in Ethiopia. The research relied on the 

Ethiopian Herald and Reporter Newspapers (English). The researcher chose these English 

version newspapers to avoid confusion during translation, and most researchers tend to study 
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Amharic published newspapers. There the researcher wanted to see the English version ones. 

The study focused on both private and government newspapers so as to find out if frame and 

coverage of content have a relation with variation in ownership and ideological view.  

1.7  Limitation of the Study 

Like other researches, this research has also got its limitations. The study did not include more 

media outlets i.e. electronic and online, neutral media and other local print media. The study also 

did not include newspaper readers to study their perception towards the framing of ethnic 

conflict. This did not happen because of the interests of the study, especially interests in the 

media, as well as the time limitation. The other limitation of the study was lack of local 

literatures. All the three theories were Western. The research also could not include many 

participants in the interview.  To sum up, the above-mentioned limitations and other challenges 

occurred due to the limited time, and the focus of the research, to be more specific. 

1.8 Organization of the Study  

The research has five chapters. Chapter One introduces the study and demonstrates the need and 

the background contexts of the ethnic conflicts in the country, the statement of the problem of 

the study, the research questions, objectives of the research, scope of the research, and 

limitations of the research. Chapter Two focuses on the literature review and theoretical 

frameworks. It has discussed the three theories that have strong relation with the research. These 

theories are agenda setting, framing and social responsibility. Chapter three deals the methods 

used in the study. It mainly focuses on defining the tools used for data gathering and analysis, 

and shows the reasoning around why and how they are employed here. Chapter Four presents 

data presentation and analysis, gives emphasis to the identified frames during the study.  Chapter 

Five focuses on conclusion and recommendation of the study. 
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Chapter Two 

Review of Related Literature 

2.1 Concept and Definition of Ethnicity 

It is difficult to precisely define ethnicity. Different scholars define ethnicity in different ways 

from different perspectives. According to Lubo (2013: 2) it is ―Due to the haziness of the 

objective and subjective criteria involved in the determination of members of the group.‖ He has 

added, ―Usually ethnicity shows grouping based on primordial ties like origin, language, culture, 

history, territory etc. which are based on objectively determined factors.‖ (2013: 2). But others 

could not agree that ethnicity shows only based on objectively determined factors. Hizkias for 

instance states that ―…it is not clear what is meant by the terms "ethnic group," "ethnicity"… 

[M]any concepts, such as…tribe, and … clan, have been used interchangeably with that of ethnic 

group, and it is very difficult to distinguish them (Hizkias, 2001: 113; cited in Lubo, 2013). In 

discourses of ethnicity, perhaps the most serious deficiency is lack of a uniform criterion to 

define it. For some, ethnicity is assessed in terms of race, in others as a language still in other 

cases religious difference become vital tool to define it (Dagnachew, 2018: 2). 

An ethnic group is commonly defined as “a body of individuals who purportedly share cultural 

or racial characteristics, especially common ancestry or territorial origin, which distinguish them 

from members of other groups‖ (Bojana, 2004: 15).  An ―ethnic group‖ is thus a set of people 

who have common points of reference to these ethnic dimensions of the social world and who 

perceive that they indeed have these things in common and that these similarities are captured by 

a label, the ethnic group‘s name (Henery, 2004: 473). 

Ethnicity is the state of being ethnic or belonging to a certain ethnic group or it is an affiliation or 

identification with an ethnic group (Kellas, 1998; cited in Bantayehu Demissew, 2016: 9). 

Ethnicity is that set of personal points of reference, thick and thin, that involve what we call 

―ethnic‖ distinctions between people (Henery, 2004: 473).  

A commonly used definition is that an ethnic group is a collectivity of people who share the 

same primordial characteristics such as common ancestry, language and culture (Lubo, 2013: 3). 
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Lubo finally has defined it as ―Ethnicity then refers to the behavior and feeling about oneself and 

others.‖ 

2.2 Ethnic Conflict 

Ethnic diversity is the defining feature of many countries in the world, and its heterogeneity 

ranges from having different ethnic lines in the given federations to diversity within the same 

ethnic line but difference in clan and class (Tigabu, 2018: 1). Though it is very difficult to get all 

inclusive definition for ethnic conflict, it is advisable to see some definitions defined by different 

scholars. Interethnic conflict has been largely explained by psychological, economic, and 

political models of conflict in the scholarly literature (Henderson, 2010: 7).    

Ethnic, or interethnic, conflict refers to disputes between contending groups who identify 

themselves primarily on the basis of ethnic criteria and who make group claims to resources on 

the basis of their collective rights (Henderson, 2010: 4). Mulatu has seen, ―Ethnic Conflict is 

mainly defined as being based on its formation and nature‖ (2017: 5).  Since it is very confusing, 

he emphasized as ―It is because the focus is the conflict that happened between two different 

groups, which have different cultures, kinships, languages or settlements and that can be 

described as a nation, a nationality, a tribe, a clan, or in some other way‖( Mulatu, 2017: 5). 

Conflict is pervasive term. Its causes are numerous. Ethnic conflict may entail a clash of 

cultures; it pits against each other people whose values are in conflict, who want different things, 

and who do not really understand each other (Horowitz, 1998: 11). Ethnic conflict, however, is 

the result of feelings and sentiments in which members of a particular group develop as they 

interact and compare their positions with other ethnic groups (Hyden, 2006: 189; cited in 

Dagnachew, 2018: 4). In a situation of conflict, the local media can play a major role in 

preventing the conflict because the public relies on the media to identify facts and tangible 

realities from assumptions and spin, to provide a reliable account of what is really going on. 

2.3 Ethnic conflict in Ethiopia 

Ethiopia is a multi-ethnic state, composed of several ethno-linguistic communities with different 

histories, languages, and cultures. Despite their diverse historical origins and with several points 

of contacts over the centuries, all of them have coexisted and continue to exist as nations among 
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nations (Lubo, 2013: 1). But as time went on, Ethiopia has experienced ethnic conflicts both 

before and after 1991. 

According to Galperin, between the 4th and 6th centuries, Ethiopia was a Christian Kingdom 

called Axumite that declined in the 8
th

 century due to Muslim Arab‘s conquest that created the 

Muslim Sultanates of Ifat, Hadiya and Adal Kingdoms (Galperin, 1981: 58). He contends that 

between 1434 and 1468 Emperor Zara Yaqob had established a Christian empire over the 

Islamized peoples of the Eastern and Southern parts of the country (Ibid, 1981: 58). As a result, a 

feudal clerical state that continued to thrive until the beginning of the 20th century had come to 

exist. The 16
th

 century history of this state was noted by the endless wars against the Muslims 

and the Oromo [expansion], which still have considerable impacts on the inter-ethnic and inter-

religion relations of Ethiopians (1981: 58). Ethiopia not only in the ancient time but also 

currently is facing ethnic conflicts. Lubo has discussed the major causes of most of the post 1991 

conflicts between the various ethnic groups in Ethiopia and classified them as follows: 

  [He classified as] socio-political, socio-economic, or socio-cultural scenarios. 

Thus, the causes of the Silte-Gurage conflict, the Wagagoda language conflict, the 

Sheko-Megengir conflict, the Anuak-Nuer conflict, the Berta-Gumuz conflict, and 

the Oromo-Amhara conflict were competitions over socio-political and socio-

economic benefits. On the other hand, the causes of, the Gedeo-Guji conflict, the 

Borana-Gerri conflict, and the Afar-Issa conflict were socio-cultural problems. 

What is more, the Oromo-Somali conflict was a border political dispute which 

can be considered as competition over resource. Therefore, it is plausible to argue 

that ethnic differences have got little to do with regard to causing the post 1991 

ethnic named conflicts in Ethiopia. (Lubo, 2013:7). 

In the case of Hadiya Nationality Zone, there is a massive ethnic diversity, in which Hadiya 

ethnic group are settled in the form of territorially concentrated, and termed as local majorities, 

whereas, Amhara, Bahirawork Masimasa, Kembata, Danta-Dubamo, Temabaro, Gurage, Silte; 

Wolayita, Sidama, Oromo and others are termed as dispersedly settled intra-minorities (Tigabu, 

2018:8). Even now a days, these ethnic conflicts are wide spread about all over Ethiopia. Since 

Abiy, Prime Minister of Ethiopia, came to power in April 2018 and escorted in reforms, the 

opening up of the political space and loosening of state controls have reignited long-simmering 

ethnic conflicts.  

According to the 10th round (March-April) of the Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM), at least 

1,073,764 people were displaced by conflict as of mid-April 2018. While some IDPs were 
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displaced since 2012, the vast majority of the displacements occurred post-September 2017 in 

Oromia and Somali regions. More people have been displaced from Oromia and Somalia 

regions. In May 2018, renewed violence between the Borana (Oromo) and Garre (Somali) 

communities living in Moyale has led to new internal displacement and protection concerns. 

According to a multi-agency assessment that visited the conflict-affected areas on 26 May, 

15,645 households/families (93,870 individuals) were displaced by this latest incident, including 

3,702 IDPs children. In the meantime, the security situation in Moyale remains tense and 

unpredictable (Ethiopia: Oromia – Somali Conflict-Induced Displacement Situation Report, 

2018:1). This report assessed some other areas like Gedeo and Guji and stated as:  

Separately, The National Disaster Risk Management Commission (NDRMC) 

estimates that some 700,000 people are displaced by the West Guji (Oromia) - 

Gedeo (SNNP) inter-communal violence since April 2018. This situation report 

does not cover this group of IDPs (internally displaced children) since flash 

updates are being produced regularly, specifically focusing on the West Guji-

Gedeo conflict-induced displacements. (Ibid, 2018:1) 

Oromia, Somalia and SNNP‘s regions are not the only regions where these ethnic conflicts 

happened. There are other regions that ethnic conflicts were seen. Tensions between the 

neighboring ethnic groups in Ethiopia have spiraled into a growing humanitarian crisis. Ethnic 

Amharas who were evicted and displaced from the Benshangul-Gumuz and Oromia regions are 

yet to receive government assistance. Ethnic Amharas, for instance, have claimed ownership of 

the Wolqait and Raya territories in northwestern Ethiopia, leading to tensions with the Tigray 

region, which currently administers these areas and Violence, has often erupted over the claim 

(https://theconversation.com/how-ethnic-violence-is-destabilising-ethiopi..., 2018, accessed on 

3
rd

 January, 2019. 

Hundreds of innocent Ethiopians have died in the southern cities of Awassa and Sodo because of 

ethnic violence. And in the past two weeks alone, dozens of Ethiopians from the Gamo, 

Ghuraghe, and Dorze groups around the capital city, Addis Ababa, were targeted and killed by 

unidentified assailants, and rally that was organized in Addis Ababa to protest the killings was 

violently dispersed by police. The media reported that some residents were killed by government 

security forces (https://theconversation.com/how-ethnic-violence-is-destabilising-ethiopi...2018, 

accessed on 3
rd

 January 2019. 

https://theconversation.com/persecution-of-ethnic-amharas-will-harm-ethiopias-reform-agenda-98201
https://theconversation.com/persecution-of-ethnic-amharas-will-harm-ethiopias-reform-agenda-98201
https://www.opride.com/2018/02/23/amhara-protest-stalwarts-released-government-remains-mum-welkait-issue/
https://theconversation.com/how-ethnic-violence-is-destabilising-ethiopias-reform-gains-103928
https://ethsat.com/2018/06/ethiopia-over-200-killed-in-ethnic-violence-southern-ethiopia/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ethiopia-violence/at-least-23-die-in-weekend-of-ethiopia-ethnic-violence-idUSKCN1LX0VK?il=0
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ethiopia-violence/ethiopian-protesters-killed-for-singing-anti-government-songs-u-n-idUSKBN1FC2GC
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ethiopia-violence/ethiopian-protesters-killed-for-singing-anti-government-songs-u-n-idUSKBN1FC2GC
https://theconversation.com/how-ethnic-violence-is-destabilising-ethiopi...2018
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2.4 News Media and Conflict Coverage 
 

Conflicts are the central part of human lives and the media are active part of any conflict 

(Hamelink, 2011: 11). People use media as sources of information to know about what is going 

on around the globe. The mass media are vital to all sections of the population through their 

functions. There is popular recognition that media play considerable functions in different 

societies by providing information upon which critical decisions are based (Tesfagebriel, 2017: 

2). Globally the magazines, newspapers, radio, television as well as other media platforms shape 

social disturbances such as conflict, war, social injustice among others (Francis, 2017: 1). 

Having those information, people can plan, judge, decide, and execute their activities. Media and 

politics mostly influence each other. Black stated that: ―Officials are needed by the media 

because they provide information needed to produce news; officials on the other hand need the 

media to communicate their message to the public. This shows that media and politics have 

strong relation regarding information‖ (Black, 2006; cited in Tesfagebriel, 2017: 1).  According 

to Ha (2003: 11), ―Without news media, both the voters and political actors cannot even imagine 

how to participate in and maintain the democratic process‖. In the same way, Ebenezer also 

supports this idea that the media have played and continue to play a significant role in many 

ethnic conflicts and wars that ever took place in history and through their reportage; humankind 

has become informed and aware about ethnic conflict on the globe through various forms 

(Ebenezer, 2018: 1). Media have a major role to play in controlling the spread of conflict by 

disseminating knowledge to the public with the widest coverage (Pegu, 2014: 2). Although 

conflict is pervasive, the media tend to be selective in their reportage of conflict. The news media 

do not give equal focus to conflict situations; some may enjoy maximum reportage, others are 

under-reported or not reported at all. Cottle states that  those groups who have the power to own 

the media have been taking the advantage of owning the institutions to manipulate the content of 

the media to produce the message in the way they want it to be, and they thus make the other 

groups powerless (Cottle, 2006: 2). This can be illustrated taking the case of the Rwandan 

genocide in 1994. Media in the Rwanda Genocide in 1994 were very instrumental by promoting 

hate speech over the radio stations and print media.  
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2.5 Journalism and News Selection 

In the process of writing and reporting a given story in the media, journalists hold the prime 

responsibility for selecting an issue and producing it in a format that is to be disseminated 

(Mulatu, 2017: 36).  According to McQuail journalism is described as a profession that produces, 

reproduces, and disseminates knowledge to large audiences through the media (McQuail, 

1987:51; cited in Mulatu, 2017: 35). The media are a major player during periods of conflict by 

virtue of the influence they can exert on the public‘s understanding and perception of conflict 

situations because the agenda the media set and how issues are framed can also impact on the 

direction or outcome of conflict situations (Olomojobi, 2017: 1). Howard succinctly notes, 

―Conflict is a tremendous magnet for the conventional news media‖ (Howard, 2015: 65; cited by 

Mulatu). This may be the reason that many of the world‘s media are exceedingly interested in 

reporting on conflicts and wars (Mulatu, 2017: 37). 

2.5.1 Conflict Attracts Media 

Media and conflict have great connection. This is especially the case for those who believe, ―if it 

bleeds, it leads‖, and thus conflict is their primary focus in their coverage, since it sells large 

copies of the newspapers (Mulatu, 2017: 141).  People are highly sensitive for conflict issues, 

and the media report on conflicts to meet the readers‘ interests. Since people naturally seem 

willing to share the pain of others, journalists cover conflicts not only to inform, as one of the 

functions of media is to inform, but also to share feelings, emotions, and to show the social, 

political, economic and psychological crisis. Then, they suggest possible solutions.  Again 

conflict issues mostly are unpredictable and this newness usually attracts journalists for 

coverage. 

2.5.2 Conflict Sells Newspapers  

Media generate or make money from selling newspapers and through advertises. Newspapers get 

customers when human sensitive stories are reported. Conflict is one of the issues which attract 

the emotions of readers.  It is clear that the newspapers should be able to cover all of their costs 

for publication and circulation, either through the sale of copies of the newspapers or through the 

income from advertising (Mulatu, 2017: 39). This helps the news media house survive long in 

the market. 
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2.6 Theoretical Frameworks 

2.6.1 Agenda setting Theory 

There are many media effect theories in the field of mass communication; agenda setting theory 

is one of them. The development of the agenda-setting theory is credited to McCombs and 

Donald Shaw based on their seminal study published in 1972. The agenda-setting theory also 

draws from the assertion of  Cohen who observed that the press ―may not be successful much of 

the time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what 

to think about‖ (Cohen, 1963: 120).   

The media selectively highlight issues and influence the formation of opinion on such issues 

among members of the public. Agenda setting can therefore be defined as an ability of one or 

more actors to influence the degree of importance accorded to an issue either in the minds of 

citizens, in a programme of policies, or in the priority given to particular issue or news by media 

outlets (Dearing, 1989 and Soroka, 2002, cited in Davies ,2015: 5).  

The main interest of the research is to assess how framing has been constructed in the Ethiopian 

print media context in the case of ethnic conflicts. Agenda setting refers to the idea that there is a 

strong correlation between the emphasis that mass media place on certain issues (e.g., based on 

relative placement or amount of coverage) and the importance attributed to these issues by mass 

audiences (McCombs and Shaw, 1972; cited in Scheufele and Tewksbury, 2006: 3). 

McCombs and Yuksel argue that ―agenda setting theory basically explains how and why the 

public learn how much importance to attach to a topic from the emphasis placed on it in news 

coverage‖ (McCombs and Yuksel, 2004: 328). The mass media set the agenda for public 

attention and lay the groundwork for public opinion because ―the idea that the media don‘t tell 

people what to think, but what to think about‖ (Baran and Davis, 2003: 311). McCombs and 

Yuksel cite five major categories namely on who sets the agenda of the media: Influence from 

individual media workers, Influence of media routines, Organizational influence on content, 

Influence on content from outside media organizations, and Ideology (2004: 383). 

The agenda-setting theory is basically about the causal relationship between media agenda and 

public agenda. Rather than directly telling the public to consider one issue as more important 

than another, the media set agenda by giving special treatment to issues in their coverage. 
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The agenda-setting theory also draws from the assertion of  Cohen who observed that the press 

―may not be successful much of the time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly 

successful in telling its readers what to think about‖ (Cohen,1963: 120). Similarly, Grossberg, 

Wantella, Whitney and Wise affirm that the media cue the public to see certain issues as 

important by the prominence such issues are given and ―by both the extensiveness of stories in a 

given day and duration of coverage over time‖ (2006: 367). 

Agenda setting is considerably more than the classical assertion that the news tells us what to 

think about. The news also tells us how to think about it. Both the selection of objects for 

attention and the selection of frames for thinking about these objects are powerful agenda-setting 

roles (McCombs and Shaw, 1993: 5). 

―The media are the primary sources of national and political information; for most, mass media 

provide the best and only easily available approximation of ever-changing political realities‖ 

(McCombs & Shaw, 1972: 185; cited in Mulatu, 2017: 66). 

2.6.2 Social Responsibility Theory 

The social responsibility theory is one of the normative theories of the press. Social 

responsibility theory was born because there was a problem by its predecessor, the libertarian 

theory of the press. This theory can be described as an extension of the libertarian theory because 

it was conceived as an upgrade to address the shortcomings of the libertarian theory. The free 

market place of ideas had been advanced in the libertarian paradigm, but it failed to guarantee 

press freedom and bring about expected benefits to the public because it primarily focuses on 

selling ideas freely without considering the social values of the society. At the emergence of the 

social responsibility theory, however, it was sought that media ownership is seen as ―a form of 

public trust or stewardship, rather than an unlimited private franchise‖ (McQuail, 2010: 171). 

The social responsibility theory shot into prominence around the period of the Second World 

War. Scholars specifically cite the year 1947, when the Hutchins Commission gave its report on 

the freedom and responsibility of the press, as the origin of the theory.  

McQuail summarized the basic principles of social responsibility theory as follows: Media 

should accept and fulfill certain obligations to society. These obligations are mainly to be met by 

setting high or professional standards of in formativeness, truth, accuracy, objectivity, and 
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balance. In accepting and applying these obligations, media should be self-regulating within the 

framework of law and established institutions. The media should avoid whatever might lead to 

crime, violence, or civil disorder or give offense to minority groups. The media as a whole 

should be pluralist and reflect the diversity of their society, giving access to various points of 

view and to rights of reply. Society and the public have a right to expect high standards of 

performance, and intervention can be justified to secure the public good. Journalists and media 

professionals should be accountable to society as well as to employers and the market (Denis 

McQuail, 1987; cited in Baran & Davis, 2010: 116). 

2.6.2.1 The Relevance of the Social Responsibility Theory 

Sensational and inaccurate reporting may escalate a conflict situation into violent proportions; 

objective and balanced reporting by the press tend to act as a platform to commence conflict 

resolution. The media should report conflicts responsibly knowing the interests of the society 

than the media house.  

2.6.3 Framing Theory 

Framing theory is very essential to this research because frames are abstractions that work to 

organize or structure message meaning. The most common use of frames is in terms of the frame 

the news or media place on the information they convey (Druckman, 2007: 104). The concept of 

framing has been one of the most abundant areas of recent research in communication, politics 

and sociology because framing can clarify and interpret the extent the media affect public‘s 

understanding of politics and issues (Lecheler & DeVreese, 2012; cited in  Muhammed, 2016: 

5). 

Framing theory offers the basis for understanding how conflict is reported in newspapers 

(Carpenter, 2007) because according to DeVreese, Boomgaarden, and Semetko, a frame is an 

emphasis in salience of various aspects of an issue such as conflict (DeVreese, 2005), 

Boomgaarden, and Semetko, 2011; cited in Muhammed, 2016: 5). The framing theory focuses on 

which topics or issues are selected for coverage by the news media because it happens when the 

way the events are reported in the media has an impact on how they are understood by the 

audience. 
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2.6.3.1 The History and Concept of Framing 

Different researchers and scholars define framing differently. Framing has emerged as one of the 

most popular areas of research for scholars in communication (Cacciatore, 2013: 2). Authors in 

the field of sociology and psychology have given their own definitions to framing but one who 

contextualized the definition of framing to the field of communication is Goffman. Goffman 

defined framing as ―a schemata of interpretation that enables individuals to locate, perceive, 

identify and label occurrences or life experiences‖ (Goffman, 1974; cited in Abera, 2018: 11).  

Reese described framing as ―a process of giving meaning that can be embedded across stories, 

media, and time‖ (Reese, 2007:50; cited in Boesman, 2015: 2). In the case of the media, news 

stories appear to be systematized, based on narrative conventions that offer an explanation about 

who is doing what, and with what purpose. Tuchman describes news as ―a window whose frame 

limits the perception of reality, by limiting the perception of different realities and focusing on a 

specific piece of it‖ (Tuchman, 1978; cited in Abreu, 2015: 2). If messages are specifically 

repeated, some aspects of the reality perceived through the news will be more prominent than 

others. 

Entman defines framing as ―a process in which some aspects of reality are selected, and given 

greater emphasis or importance, so that the problem is defined, its causes are diagnosed, moral 

judgments are suggested and appropriate solutions and actions are proposed‖ (Entman, 1993: 2). 

Framing has been described as a concept, an approach, a theory, a class of media effects, a 

perspective, an analytical technique, a paradigm, and a multi paradigmatic research program 

(D‘Angelo & Kuypers 2010: 2). Framing is, thus, present in the mind of the journalist who 

writes the news report, but also in the news report that he builds, reaching the reader through a 

decoding process that is necessary to understand the news report and the reality to which it refers 

(Abreu, 2015: 2). 

―News narratives are constructed from and embodied in the keywords, metaphors, concepts, 

symbols and visual images emphasized in the news narrative. By providing, repeating and 

reinforcing words and visual images that reference some ideas but not others, frames work to 

make some ideas more salient in the text, others less so- and other entirely invisible (Abera, 

2018: 11).  Framing is beyond the stated meaning in the text because it incorporates what is not 
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written rather it also shows what implied. This idea is further supported by Abdisa as ―framing is 

never based only on what is written and made comprehensible but ―what is excluded or what is 

absent is as important as what is included or what is present‖ (Abdisa, 2010:186; cited in Abera, 

2018: 11). 

Framing essentially involves selection and salience (Entman, 1993: 52). For him to frame is to 

select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, 

in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, casual interpretation, moral 

evaluation and/ or treatment evaluation for the item described (1993: 52). Framing may have a 

wider room to install interpretations and affect public opinion in crisis communication like in 

covering protest conflicts and other social occasion events. 

Cohen almost two decades before McQuail, wrote in his famous dictum that the press ―may not 

be successful much of the time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in 

telling readers what to think about… The world will look different to different people, depending 

… on the map that is drawn for them by writers, editors, and publishers of the papers they read‖ 

(Cohen, 1963: 13). 

People usually look for information about conflicts, particularly ethnic conflicts since it is 

sensitive in multi-ethnic societies and other crisis to understand the causes and nature of the 

events as well as agents to identify entities that should be held responsible for those conflicts. 

Different scholars have identified the various types of frames that would likely occur in news 

stories or articles. These include human interest frame, attribution of responsibility, conflict, 

economic, and morality frame. It does not mean that the frame types are the only frame types, 

but I preferred these for this research.  

Semetko and Valkenburg explained that ―human interest frame brings a human face or an 

emotional angle to the presentation of an event, issue, or problem‖ (Semetko and Valkenburg 

(2000: 95). This frame is perhaps a common frame in the news. In this case, journalists who seek 

to dramatize political crisis and shift public opinion may capitalize on the disastrous angle or 

picture. The researcher argues that this frame may be popular in ethnic conflict coverage as such 

event is naturally sensitive to be dramatized and emotionalized thereby to retain audience 

interest.  
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The second frame type, ‗economic framing or as some call it ‗economic consequence framing‘ 

―reports issues in terms of the economic consequences it will have on an individual, group, 

institution or region,‖ (Semetko and Patti, 2000: 96). Researchers argue that this is also a 

common type of frame as it has a news value (impact) to be considered in daily news coverage. 

The third frame type is responsibility that presents an event, issue or problem in such a way as to 

attribute responsibility for its cause or solution to either the government or to an individual, 

group, party or institution; news items suggest the issue or problem requires serious action 

(Semetko and Valkenburg, 2000: 95).   

 The fourth frame type is morality that puts the event, issue or problem in the context of religious 

tenets or moral prescriptions; emphasizes collaboration and fellowship (Ibid, 2000: 96).   

The fifth frame type is ‗conflict frame‘ Sematko and Patti mentioned that conflict frame is the 

popular frame in the U.S and Europe (Sematko and Patti; 2000: 96). This frame popularizes 

conflicts between individuals, groups or institutions as a means of capturing audience interests. 

Because of the emphasis on conflict, the news media have been criticized for inducing public 

suspicion and mistrust of political leaders. From this definition, it can be presumed that this 

frame occurs in the coverage of political crisis like ethnic tensions, war, terrorism and protests.  

2.6.3.2 The Framing Process (Frame-building and frame-setting) 

2.6.3.2.1 Framing as a Process 

Entman notes that frames have several locations, including the communicator, the text, the 

receiver, and the culture (Entman, 1993: 2). Successful political communication requires the 

framing of events, issues and acts in ways that promote perceptions and interpretations that 

benefit one side while hindering the other (Entman, 2003: 417). There components integral to a 

process of framing that consists of distinct stages: frame-building, frame-setting and individual 

and societal level consequences of framing. 

2.6.3.2.2 Frame Building 

Frame-building refers to the factors that influence the structural qualities of news frames 

(DeVreese, 2005: 51). The interaction between the media content and the receivers‘ prior 

understanding of the issue makes the framing in the text clearer and more meaningful (Mulatu, 

2017: 79). This idea is supported by DeVreese as frame-setting refers to the interaction between 
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media frames and individuals‘ prior knowledge and predispositions (DeVreese, 2005: 51). 

Frames in the news may affect learning, interpretation, and evaluation of issues and events. 

2.6.3.2.3 The Importance of Framing Theory 

This theory helps the researcher to investigate how the ethnic conflict stories were framed in the 

Ethiopian newspapers. In the process of identifying the frame of ethnic conflicts, Entman‘s 

category of framing, for instance, defining the problem, diagnosing the causes, making a moral 

judgment, and suggesting a remedy are relevant to ‗digging out the frames‘, and understanding 

the techniques used in the newspapers (Entman, 1993: 52). 

Before looking at the effect, framing literatures precede with identifying between frames in 

communication and frames in thought. According to Druckman, framing in communication is the 

way an individual uses words, images and elements of an event to transmit a message 

(Druckman, 2001). 

2.7 Paradigms of Framing 

Entman defines a paradigm as ―a general theory that informs a body of scholarship on the 

outcomes and operation of any particular system of thought or action‖ (Entman, 1993: 51).  

Writing in response to Entman who believes there should be a single paradigm governing the 

framing research. Angelo, asserted ―there is not, nor there should be, a single paradigm of 

framing (Angelo, 2000: 871). He criticizes Entman‘s assertion of ―framing study as inconsistent 

and Angelo thinks that it is a result of Entman‘s‘ view that framing should be a singular 

paradigm‖ (Angelo, 2000: 871). Based on this criticism, Angelo proposed three paradigms that 

can govern a study of framing; Cognitive, Critical and Constructivist paradigm (D‘Angelo, 

2002:3). This classification has been supported by Rosengren and Beniger (Rosengren, 1993 and 

Beniger, 1993). 

In the application of these paradigms in framing research, they provide researchers with distinct 

images about the interaction between textual frames and framing effects (Ritzer, 1975; cited in 

Angelo, 2002: 7). 
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2.7.1 Critical Paradigm of Framing 

Critical paradigm is a paradigm interested in the concept of media and dominance. Scholars who 

are within the critical paradigm including (Angelo,2002: 8) claim that frames are the outcomes 

of newsgathering routines by which journalists convey information about issues and events from 

the perspectives of values held by political and economic elites. These frames are thought to 

dominate news coverage. 

Critical scholars argue that news organizations select some information and intentionally omit 

other information such that different frames of a topic either will not exist or will still foster a 

single viewpoint supportive of the status quo (Reese and Buckalew, 1995, Solomon, 1990, 

Watkins, 2001; cited in Angelo, 2002: 8). 

Critical theorists contend that frames that are linked to power and hegemony can limit the range 

of debates and ideas. Proponents of this paradigm do not believe power is usually distributed 

pluralistically. 

2.7.2 Cognitivist Paradigm of Framing 

The study under Cognitivist paradigm of framing regularly points out those journalists routinely 

create meaningfully different frames about an issue or event within a single news item or among 

many stories. To cognitivists framing effect ensue when information made accessible to an 

individual interacts with prior knowledge (Angelo, 2002: 8). Scholars engaged in cognitive 

framing studies may examine, through experimentation, individual‘s exposition to different 

framing. 

2.7.3 Constructivist Paradigm of Framing 

The constructionist paradigm provides yet a third perspective on the study of framing. As 

constructionists argue, Angelo wrote, ―Journalists are information processors who create 

interpretative packages of the positions of the ‗politically invested sponsors‘ (news sources) in 

order to both reflect and add to the ‗issue culture of the topic‖ (Angelo, 2002: 877). In the 

process of framing, there are certain civic opportunities ―to be thwarted.‖  It will have the 

following effects, among others: It constrains economically distressed communities from seeing 

their assets, constrict political awareness of individuals, thwart the aims of social movement, and 

set parameters for policy debates not necessarily in agreement with democratic norms. In the 
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process of framing social and political issues the news media can play powerful role in 

determining the success or failure of social movements‖ (Brasted, 2005: 8; cited in Abera, 2018: 

14). 

Based on the above assertions, critical and constructionist paradigms, can be taken as more 

useful theoretical frameworks to the study of media framing and its effect while the cognitive 

one is more popular in the field of psychology. 

2.8 Some Researches on Conflict Framing  

Framing research became popular in mass communication due to its ability to affect readers, 

when it is print medium, negatively or positively. Francis has studied ―Print Media Framing of 

the Niger Delta Conflict in Two Selected Nigerian Newspapers‖ (Francis, 2017). His focus was 

framing techniques, dominant frame sources, and editorial formats used. He used content 

analysis as a method and found that episodic frames, centered on specific case or events, and the 

sources were highly dependent on governments. The editorial format used by the selected 

newspaper was News report.   

Manian and Miles have studied ―Framing the Syrian Refugee Crisis: A Comparative Analysis of 

Arabic and English News Sources‖ (Manian and Miles, 2018)  Their focus was to know the key 

frames emerge in portrayals of the Syrian refugee crisis in the news media and their news 

sources in the framing of the Syrian refugee crisis. They applied textual analysis and found that 

English-language news stories typically framed the Syrian refugee crisis around domestic 

political, cultural, and economic concerns. Arabic language articles also focused on regional and 

global political dynamics and trends but more on the implications of war and conflict for the 

personal and humanitarian conditions faced by Syrian refugees as people. Abera studied 

―Framing of the 2015/2016 Oromo Protest by Local and International Media‖ (Abera, 2018). He 

has used text analysis. His focus was to know the narratives influence on the reader‘s perception, 

widely used frame types and to know how the three newspapers framed the protest. He has 

identified that Anti-peace frame was used by the state owned newspaper, and therefore, rather 

than influencing their perception, this had disappointed the interviewees in case and pushed them 

to stop a detailed reading. The Aljazeera on the other hand used an ethnic tension frame that 

portrayed the case of the Oromo protest as a product of a long shimmering ethnic discontent. 
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Yang and Ishak   (2012) have studied ―Framing Interethnic Conflict in Malaysia: A Comparative 

Analysis of Newspaper Coverage on the Hindu Rights Action Force (Hindraf)‖ (Yang and Ishak, 

2012). In this study, Yang and Ishak have taken four newspapers. They have used content 

analysis as a method. Their purpose was to compare the coverage of Hindraf by the Malaysian 

mainstream Malay-, English-, and Chinese-language newspapers, as well as alternative 

publications using a framing analysis. They finally out of a total of 1,205 articles on Hindraf  

collected from the four newspapers, they found that Sin Chew Daily contributed the most news 

items (513 articles), followed by Malaysiakini (342 articles), The Star (185 articles), and Utusan 

Malaysia (165 articles). The mainstream newspapers used the leaders of the ruling party, Barisan 

Nasional (BN, National Front) as their dominant news sources. 

The Ethiopian Herald Newspaper 

This is one of the newspapers that is published by The Ethiopian Press Agency, a government 

organization that runs four different newspapers, namely, Addis Zemen, The Ethiopian Herlad 

Al-Alem, and Berissa. Established in 1943, it is printed by the Berhanena Selam Printing 

Enterprise. This newspaper prints in broadsheet format. The maximum number of pages per 

edition is 10, its circulation is 9500. The Ethiopian Herald is published daily in the English 

language. The target readers are mainly the foreigners, diplomatic communities, elites and the 

staff members of international organizations. The Ethiopian Herald pays much of its attention to 

Ethiopian political and national news. The editorial goal of The Ethiopia Herald is primarily to 

focus on development, democracy, and good governance in the country and it is devoted to 

promoting and building the image of the country. Although its focus is on local issues, it has 

fewer local readers. The primary mission of the newspaper is not to generate income and to 

maximize profits from the sale of the copies of newspapers and advertising. However, it is still 

one of the newspapers that earn the highest amount of money from its advertising revenue.  

The Reporter Newspaper 

 Reporter is one of the long-lived newspapers in the country. It has been in circulation since 1996 

(established on 6th of the 13 month, 1987, in the Ethiopian calendar) by the Media and 

Communication Centre, which is owned by Amare Argawi, who was one of the TPLF‘s fighters. 

Amare initiated a media business and started publishing bi-weekly and weekly newspapers. The 
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weekly edition is published in English and circulates on Saturdays. It has 40 pages per edition. 

This newspaper is printed by the Berhanena Selam Printing Enterprise. On average, Reporter 

circulated 5000 copies. It mainly focuses on current and political issues.  
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Chapter Three 

Research Methodology 

3.1 Framing as a Method 

Scholars employ different methodological approaches to frame analysis. Framing is usually 

taken both as a theory and a method. While it explains how frames are manipulated in a text to 

give a particular form of interpretation, it also puts mechanisms by which those frames can be 

studied or extracted. Some studies used quantitative content analysis or computer-assisted frame 

analysis (such as frame mapping), while others prefer a text-based interpretative, qualitative 

approach.  Framing is one of the theories that suggest research methods of its own and has 

informed many studies in the world that were aimed to know how media represented several 

political conflicts as well as influenced public perceptions (Abera, 2018:24).  According to Pan 

and Kosicki, utilizing framing as a methodological strategy requires ―Constructing and 

processing discourse or characteristics of the discourse itself‖ (Pan and Kosicki, 1993: 57; cited 

in Linström and Marais, 2012: 5).  The framing approach links the competing tendencies of 

social analysis toward closure and openness and may be regarded as one of its strengths.  

As Entman puts ―Frame analysis serves the following purposes within the context of media 

research: to define problems, to diagnose courses, to make value judgments, and to suggest 

remedies‖ (Entman, 1993: 52). It would be possible to study the representation of the ethnic 

conflict by the government owned and private media through other research methods, but 

methods other than framing are less efficient to enable the researcher look into words, sentences 

and paragraphs to explore meaning. Other methods may also enable the researcher to find out the 

effect of the media reporting on certain group of audiences, but only framing can serve as a 

method to bring into light how realities are, intentionally or unintentionally, cooked and served 

to the media consumer to produce a certain impact. 

Moreover, during sensitive political occasions, the media tend to use frames as a hideout to 

existing political realities or as an instrument to shift public opinion. It is, therefore, based on this 

justification that this study used framing as the best method to analyze the media framing of 
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ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia from April 2, 2018- October 2, 2018 by the Ethiopian Herald and 

Reporter Newspapers. 

There are five methodological approaches that are commonly used as measurement of media 

frames. This includes hermeneutic approach, a linguistic approach, a manual holistic approach, a 

computer-assisted approach, and a deductive approach. As to which method is best to conduct an 

effective media framing analysis is debatable, but as has been argued by Mathes and Kohring, 

and these five approaches ―are not mutually exclusive‖ (Mathes and Kohring, 2008: 3). 

Studies that employed the hermeneutic approach are ―well documented, and especially thorough 

in their discussion of media frames.‖ In this approach, emerging frames are identified through 

careful, deep and repeated reading of news stories. The third method known as Computer 

Assisted Approach also called Frame Mapping uses a quantitative approach. In this method the 

researcher is not the one who finds the frames but computer program. The assumption behind 

this approach is that a certain frame may emerge due to the repeated occurrences of some related 

words such as kill, murder, terror, etc. and these words may form a frame like crime frame. But 

this approach has got criticism.  The critic against this approach is that ―computers are unable to 

understand human language in all its richness complex and subtlety as a can a human coder" 

(Ibid, 2008: 6).  

The deductive approach uses predetermined frames identified by Semetko and Valkenburg 

(Semetko and Valkenburg, 2000). Conflict, human interest, economic consequences, morality, 

and responsibility frame. Certain number of questions is usually prepared for every single master 

frame and the coder had to answer ‗yes or no‘. This approach is assumed to be better but a 

researcher fenced by these predetermined frames may underrepresent new emerging frames 

during analysis. A failure to consider new emerging frames has its own role to create bias.  

In this research, the researcher used the hermeneutic approach and was dominantly borrowing 

some of the coding strategies in the manual approach. As was explained earlier, these approaches 

overlap and are not mutually exclusive implying that they necessarily share some methods of 

frame analysis.  
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3.2 Research Design 

In the qualitative research method, the hermeneutics approach allows the researcher to explore 

meaning from words and paragraphs in a content with all its richness and complexities which 

appears to be less possible in some of the other approaches, especially those that share the 

quantitative tradition. The term hermeneutics has its origins in the 17
th

 century, when it was 

introduced as a method for biblical and classical literary interpretation to illuminate the meaning 

of the text (Eberhart and Pieper, 1994). The interpretation is not only about what is stated in the 

text but also what is implied. Framing is also not only about what is included but also what is 

absent. Therefore, hermeneutics approach is important in this research. There are different 

scholars arguing on the appropriateness of both qualitative and quantitative methods during 

conducting framing research. Some prefer to study framing in the form of content analysis, 

which is more of quantitative. Media contents are coded for an already predetermined standard 

frames and the frequent theme is supposed to be the dominant frame of the media under study.  

 Some others argue that using qualitative approach in a frame analysis study is more rewarding. 

Referring to the explanation of Hertog and McLeod wrote quantitative analysis is more 

successful when there is a particular set of concepts clearly related to a frame and the number of 

times they are repeated reflects the emphasis in that frame (Hertog and McLeod, 2001:152; cited 

in Azpíroz, 2014:2). However, the attempt to classify and obtain a list of concepts characteristic 

of a frame may produce the loss of many nuances. What Hertog & McLeod mean by this, as they 

further argued, is that powerful concepts central to frames do not need to be repeated many times 

to have a big impact (Hertog & McLeod, 2001:76; cited in Azpíroz, 2014: 2). 

Moreover, very essential instrument in framing research analysis is interpretation which 

exceptionally requires understanding context and implication. But according to Kuypers, 

―quantitative approach does not integrate the context‖ in the existing text which he thinks is the 

key to determine a frame (Kuypers, 2009: 34). For this study most importantly demands political 

and historical context to be interpreted, the researcher has decided to use qualitative method in 

analyzing the ethnic conflict framing.  

Using a qualitative method can offer many advantages for framing study. Azpíroz noted that 

qualitative methods in framing (case of discourse analysis, focus groups or interviews) have a 

more realistic and contextualized interpretive look, so that they do not overlook the presence of 
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elements with a high symbolic content or cultural resonance, or what is evoked without being 

explicit, or the omission of important data (Azpíroz, 2014: 3). Qualitative methods are valuable 

when we wish not to count or measure phenomena, but to understand the character of 

experience, particularly how people perceive and make sense of their communication experience 

(Linström and Marais, 2012:6). Therefore, the researcher has decided to use a qualitative method 

as it has the aforementioned advantages. Many quantitative researchers claim that it is difficult to 

maintain objectivity in the hermeneutic (qualitative) research tradition. 

According to Bradley, validity, reliability, and objectivity are criteria used to evaluate the quality 

of research in the conventional positivist research paradigm (Bradley, 1993: 431). As an 

interpretive method, qualitative content analysis differs from the positivist tradition in its 

fundamental assumptions, research purposes, and inference processes, thus making the 

conventional criteria unsuitable for judging its research results.  

To evaluate an interpretive research work, the following criteria would be used. Lincoln and 

Guba proposed credibility (confidence in the truth of findings), transferability (showing that the 

findings have applicability in other contexts), dependability (showing that the findings are 

consistent) and conformability (a degree of neutrality or the extent to which the findings of a 

study are shaped by the respondents) as alternative criteria (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; cited in 

Abera, 2018: 27). 

It is true that the interpretative approach has an inherent subjectivity but the fact that the data are 

subjectively analyzed does not mean that the researcher should necessarily become gravely 

biased. If one looks at the other side, it is an interpretation of a frame that enables present a 

comprehensive view of meaning. In quantitative frame analysis, on the other hand, frequency of 

elements that make up a frame is determinant but a word or phrase, as was argued above, may 

not occur several times in a content despite having a greater power to twist reality. 

In qualitative method, an interpretation of one researcher may not be similar with the 

interpretation of another researcher who does analysis of the same data, but the key to validity in 

hermeneutic studies is to make sure that in-depth description or explanation of frames was made. 

But this rigidly does not mean that there are no other strategies used to realize validity in the 

qualitative framing analysis. For example, coding was used both to identify/categorize frames. 
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The how of coding use has been explained under the final subtopic ‗Procedure and method of 

data analyses. 

3.3 Media Selection 

The first stage in framing study is choosing the media outlets whose news/story is to be studied. 

So, the researcher has selected The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter Newspapers (the English 

version). The justification behind selecting these media outlets are discussed as follows: First, 

both of them are the English versions which avoid ambiguity during translation. Secondly, both 

are print media. According to Linström and Marais, ―The print medium is a good choice for 

framing analysis because it has an inherent ability to communicate more complex ideas as 

compared to television and radio‖ (Linström and Marais, 2012: 9). Newspapers are a good 

choice for a medium of analysis as, according to McNair, they are able to ―communicate more 

complex ideas‖, as opposed to television and radio. But this does not mean the broadcast media 

cannot be an area of framing analysis (McNair, 2000:136; cited in Linström & Marais, 2012: 9). 

Time frame is also the other determinant factor in framing analysis. The time frame of this study 

is from April 2, 2018 to October 2, 2018. During this time, Ethiopia has been rocked by ethnic 

conflicts. The researcher wanted to study on the above mentioned study period because Ethiopia 

has been experiencing different violent ethnic conflicts inside its territory. Media were also 

supposed to be free to report following the coming of a new Prime Minister into power. In 

addition, the other reason was since the role of the media is serving the people being voice for 

the voiceless, the researcher wanted to know whether all ethnic conflicts were given equal 

coverage or not. 

3.4  Sample 

Even though sample is believed to be representative of the population, this research has taken all 

of the news stories that were about ethnic conflict covered from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018. 

There are eleven news stories from The Reporter (English version) Newspaper and twelve news 

stories from The Ethiopian Herald Newspaper. Because of there being manageable in size, all of 

them were selected to be studied. All the news stories are shown below in the table. 
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Table.1: Ethnic conflict news stories covered from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 by The 

Ethiopian Herald Newspaper. 

 

 

 

No Title of the news story Date of publication Volume and number 

1. Perspectives on averting 

execution capacity setbacks. 

Tuesday, May 22,2018:1 Vol. LXXIV No.217 

2. Commission condemns Jigjiga‘s 

violence. 

August 9,2018:2 Vol. LXXIV No.285 

3. What went wrong in Somalia 

state? 

August 11, 2018:1 Vol. LXXIV No.287 

4. Clan politics characterizes not 

Ethio-Somali state.  

August 19,2018:1 Vol. LXXIV No.294 

5. Where does ethnic politics take 

us? 

August 19,2018:1 Vol. LXXIV No.294 

6. Ethiopian religious council 

condemns Jigjiga‘s violence. 

August 19,2018:12 Vol. LXXIV No.294 

7. Perspectives on peace, order 

measures. 

August 21, 2018:1 Vol. LXXIV No.295 

 

8. 

TPLF is not the sole responsible 

body for the political instability. 

September 9,2018:1 Vol. LXXIV No.312 

9. Deep investigation to be held over 

Burayu strif 

September 18,2018:1 Vol. LXXV No.007 

10. Most displaced people return 

home. 

September 22,2018:2 Vol. LXXV No.0011 

11. Indigenous conflict resolution 

mechanisms.  

September 27,2018:8 Vol. LXXV No.015 

12 Why chaos, violence come back 

on positive sum era  

October 2,2018:1 Vol. LXXV No. 019 
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Table. 2: Ethnic conflict news stories covered from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 by The 

Ethiopian Reporter Newspaper. 

No Title of the news story Date of publication Volume and number 

1. Ethnic conflict yet again contributes 

to more IDP‘s. 

June 16, 2018: 3. Vol. XXII No. 1136 

2. Sidama zone detains 226 in relation 

to deadly conflict. 

June 23, 2018:11 Vol. XXII No. 1137 

3. Defense force intervenes in 

Assossa‘s deadly conflicts. 

June 30, 2018: 9. Vol. XXII No. 1138 

4. Human Rights Commission 

condemns Jigjiga‘s violence. 

August 11, 2018: 3. Vol. XXII No. 1144 

5. Djiboutians flee from Dire Dawa. August 11, 2018:4. Vol. XXII No. 1144 

6. Families of mob-attack victims fear 

for safety. 

August 18, 2018:7. Vol. XXII No. 1145 

7. AG indicts former Hawassa mayor 

over conflict. 

September 1, 2018:5. Vol. XXII No. 1147 

8. Addis on the edge. September 15, 2018:1. Vol. XXII No. 1149 

9. Ethiopia registers highest global 

IDP‘s for 2018. 

September 15, 2018, p: 

5. 

Vol. XXII No. 1149 

10. September marks yet another 

deadly month. 

September 22, 2018:5. Vol. 23 No.1150 

11 New PM‘s first real test June 23, 2018:8 Vol. XXII No. 1137 

 

3.5 Sampling Technique 

This research used two non-probability sampling techniques to choose interviewees to get 

adequate information about the issue under study. It helped the interviewees to be selected at the 

preference of the researcher. Among the non-probability sampling, purposive and snowballing 

sampling techniques were used. According to Deribsa, the basic assumption behind purposive 

sampling is that ‗with sound judgment about the purpose of an inquiry, researchers can 

strategically select adequate cases for a study and organize the information effectively‘ (Deribsa, 

2018: 203). Taking this point into consideration, the researcher used purposive sampling 
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technique to select very concerned reporters who were engaged in reporting ethnic conflict issues 

to get essential information for the study. The second type of non-probability sampling technique 

was snowballing. When the researcher is searching essential information using purposive 

sampling, he may not get the information fully. Therefore, snowballing was used because as to 

Deribsa, it is an extension of purposive sampling as it targets a specific group of people for data 

collection (2018: 204). Deribsa has further explained as it is the technique also called referral 

sampling because it involves chain of procedures to identify sufficient information to gather data 

(2018:204). It is very significant especially when additional information is needed for the study. 

Since the researcher wants to interview editors, snowballing was used to get and interview them. 

This technique was used after the researcher was informed to ask other staff members rich in 

information about the subject. First only reporters were purposively selected, but all the needed 

information wan not found from them. Then, they recommended the researcher to interview 

deputy managers and senior editors of the press.  

3.6 Data Sources 

Since consulting source of information is important, the researcher used both primary and 

secondary data sources. Primary data sources are original data sources that are collected by the 

researcher for a certain purpose. Primary data can be collected in a number of ways. Interview, 

experiment, focus group discussion, observation are among the techniques of primary data 

collection. In the case of this research, in-depth interview was used to get first-hand information. 

So as to get adequate information, the researcher interviewed eleven participants who are in 

different positions. Secondary data sources are sources that are interpretations and evaluations of 

primary sources. Such kind of sources include books, journals, newspapers, magazines, 

published and unpublished materials including government archival sources such as policies, 

proclamation,  field reports, etc.         

Framing in communication can be studied based on texts published in media outlets. Hence, 

relevant stories in Ethiopian Herald and Reporter Newspapers (English version) were used as 

primary data in the case of this study. To access data from Ethiopian Herald and Reporter 

Newspapers (English version), the researcher will use their organizational archive where they 

usually store the pdf version of their daily and weekly publications of newspapers. The 

researcher reviewed hard copies of the newspaper from April 2, 2018 to October 2, 2018.  
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3.7 Data Collection Instrument 

 3.7.1 The Researcher 

 In qualitative framing research, the researcher is the primary data collector. In other words, data 

are mediated through human rather than through questionnaires or any other numerical 

techniques. However, to reduce subjectivity that can affect the analysis, the researcher has used a 

manual coding. The coding process has been further explained in the following subtopic i.e. 

procedure or method of data analysis. 

3.7.2  Interview 

 Creswell (2014: 239) states that in qualitative interviews, the researcher conducts face-to-face 

interviews with participants, telephone interviews, or engages in focus group interviews. In 

addition to assessing the framing of ethnic conflicts by using qualitative document analysis on 

the framing of ethnic conflicts from The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter Newspapers, it is 

also very important to have an in-depth interview with journalists to get their brave insights and 

viewpoints about why the framing of ethnic conflicts in their newspapers was done in such a 

manner. Interview is an appropriate method when there is a need to collect in-depth information 

on people‘s opinions, thoughts, experiences, and feelings. 

 Interviews are useful when the topic of inquiry relates to issues that require complex questioning 

and considerable probing. Face-to face interviews are suitable when the target population can 

communicate through face-to-face conversations better than they can communicate through 

writing or phone conversations. In-depth interviewing is a qualitative research technique that 

involves conducting intensive individual interviews with a small number of respondents to 

explore their perspectives on a particular idea, program, or situation (Boyce & Neale, 2006:1). 

Newcomb also states the interview as a tool which is capable of bringing different views on 

particular points, and which helps the researcher to reach a better understanding from multiple 

perspectives (Newcomb, 1991: 101). Since it is usual to set interview questions before the actual 

interview session, the researcher has prepared few broad questions about how, why and what of 

the interview. According to Kvale, the key questions when planning an interview investigation 

concern the why, what and how of the interview (Kvale, 2007: 8).  
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 3.7.2.1 Steps in the Interview 

The first step the researcher did in the interviews was getting the right informants from each 

newspaper. A great deal of attention was paid for searching the media practitioners. Even though 

getting their phone numbers and office addresses was easy, meeting the participants was very 

hard due to business in their side. Mostly, while he arranged an appointment, they were briefly 

informed about the main purpose of the interviews and mentioned the major discussion points. 

When he met them for the actual interview, he briefly told them again about the interview‘s 

purpose. He also told them that the information would be used only for the research purpose. 

After much effort to get their good-will to be interviewed, then their voice was recorded, and 

quoted in the research. While the researcher conducting the interview, he considered the 

sensitivity of the issue. Thus, all informants‘ ideas were preferred to discuss anonymously. 

  3.7. 2. 2 Key Informants in the Interview 

The researcher selected key Informants from the two media organizations (The Ethiopian Herald 

and The Reporter, English version). This included journalists who were regularly covering news 

and, editors, chief-editors, managing editor and deputy manager of the press of the selected 

newspapers. They were selected for their being involved in the coverage and edition of the ethnic 

conflict stories. This helped the researcher to get the information needed for the research. In 

total, 11 key informants were interviewed. They were selected through purposive sampling and 

snowballing sampling methods to ensure that all ranges of possible ideas and sources of data 

were included.  

Interview helps the researcher to ask participants to make their vague responses clear when it is 

face to face. Considering this as an essential point, the researcher used face to face interview to 

know the participants‘ experience about ethnic conflict issues coverage by their newspapers and 

how they get sources as well. Since it is qualitative research, only few open-ended questions 

were used in this research. Generally, these key informants were valuable sources of information 

in enabling the researcher to answer the research questions set in this research. 

     3.7.2.3 Transcriptions 

Transcription was the final process of the interview before the analysis was done. The researcher 

transcribed the recoded data. Even if transcribing the data manually was time consuming and 

tough, it was done manually. While the researcher was transcribing, he did many tasks 
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simultaneously. While listening to the audio recorded information, he simultaneously understood 

the idea, and then wrote it up under a certain subtopic or theme.  

3.8 Unit of Analysis 

The researcher used words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs and the entire story as unit of analysis 

for this research. 

3.9 Textual Analysis 

Since the purpose of textual analysis is to describe the content, structure, and functions of the 

messages contained in texts, the researcher used textual analysis. It helped the study to provide 

in-depth analysis of the stories of ethnic conflicts. This is a method that is used to describe and 

interpret the characteristics, the functions, the structure and other elements of a text (Frey, Botan, 

& Kreps, 1999, cited in Mulatu, 2017: 102). McKee has stated that textual analysis is the way in 

which researchers engage in analyzing text or information, and the way that readers or receivers 

make sense of the world. It is making an educated guess at some of the most likely 

interpretations that might be making of that text (McKee, 2003:2). 

3.10 Procedure and Method of Data Analysis 

As Creswell, during the process of research, the investigator may collect qualitative documents 

that may be public documents (e.g., newspapers, minutes of meetings, official reports) or private 

documents (e.g., personal journals and diaries, letters, e-mails) (Creswell, 2014: 240). As of this 

research, newspapers were used. After this, it was very important to know how data would be 

analyzed critically in framing research since failing to follow the standard steps will lead to a 

wrong analysis and result. Therefore, the following standard steps were followed to make an 

effective framing analysis. A qualitative media framing research required the researcher to get 

the available data i.e. news stories into a meaningful cluster before starting to interpret the 

themes. 

In this study, the frames identified by Semetko & Valkenburg i.e. conflict, human interest, 

economic consequences, morality, and responsibility frames) will be used (Semetko & 

Valkenburg (2000). In qualitative framing study, the researcher has to be engaged in the data to 

identify the theme as well as frame device of each story.  Reading deeply and repeatedly, the 
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researcher identified a total of four frames from 23 stories collected from The Ethiopian Herald 

and The Reporter (English version). The researcher could not be forced to use the 

aforementioned five standard frames only. This is because the researcher may disregard new 

emerging frames as he might be restricted to standard frames. The identification of frames in the 

news stories was done very carefully through repeated reading. This was done not to overlap the 

previously identified frames with the new ones. To make it more successful, the researcher has 

followed the suggestions of Linström & Marias (Linström & Marias, 2012: 30). They suggested 

the following points to consider during identifying frames. 

 Frames must have identifiable conceptual and linguistic characteristics; it should be commonly 

observed in journalistic practice; it must be possible to distinguish the frame reliably from other 

frames. They also emphasized that a frame shall be understood by others and not be a fabrication 

of a researcher‘s imagination.  The researcher has conducted a pilot study through deep readings 

of news stories of both The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter (English version) about ethnic 

conflict and has recorded notes.  

3.11 Operational Definitions of Terms 

Annihilation Frame- is the media‘s attempt to ignore or exclude an object from readers or 

viewers. 

Omission- It is the act of missing some important facts, causes, or other important elements in 

the texts during covering ethnic conflict stories. 

Omitting the Names of the Conflicting Ethnic Groups- it is the state of ignoring to present the 

names of the conflicting parties (ethnic groups) in the news stories. 

Omitting the Cause of the Conflicts- it is the state of ignoring to present the real causes of the 

ethnic conflict in the news stories. 

Withholding Information- it is the act of not presenting news stories as soon as they take place 

by newspapers. 

Attribution to Responsibility Frame- this is the way of directly or indirectly, motivating the 

readers to know the causes (not the true causes of the conflicts) as if the third party had initiated 

them (the conflicts), or to call the readers to be part of the solution to them. 
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Blaming the Others- is giving the responsibility for the wrong doings in relation to something, 

in this case, the cause of the internal conflicts is to other persons or groups. 

Urging Narrative- is when a story narrates the case so as to give advice, or a guide, to the 

readers to make them do something in relation to the conflicts. 

Pushing Responsibility to Others-is when a text that treats a conflict as a certain group pushes 

partial responsibility to others. 

Incapability of Government Officials Frame- is used to show the treatment of the story against 

the government officials based on their performance on the positions they are assigned. 

Law and Order, Crime and Justice Frame- is used to show how the story treats crimes and 

criminals to maintain peace and order based on rule of law and bring justice for the victims. 
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Chapter Four 

Data Presentation and Analysis 

This chapter analyzes how the two selected media outlets framed the ethnic conflict stories that 

happened in different places of Ethiopia from April 2, 2018 –October 2, 2018, compare the 

narrative structures employed by each medium outlet (i.e. The Ethiopian Herald and the 

Reporter, English Version), and assess the sources used during covering the ethnic conflict 

stories and why they chose to frame that way. During searching frames for the texts, the 

researcher used Entman‘s framing function as a benchmark. Therefore, by using this benchmark 

the researcher has identified four types of frames, namely, annihilation fame, attribution to 

responsibility framing, incapability of government officials frame, and law and order, and crime 

and justice frame. The researcher also identified the first two frames as dominant frames in the 

selected newspapers. These frames were obtained from a total of 23 news stories from the two 

media outlets based on their selection, emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration of information about 

the ethnic conflict issues that occurred from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018. These frames are not 

only themes for analysis but also instruments of regulating data to simplify them into few 

clusters. The frames identified in the study have answered research question number two.  

According to the first research question, the data sources for Ethiopian Herald and Reporter 

Newspapers used during covering ethnic conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C, 

different sources were found. The first is the government sources that The Ethiopian Herald 

mostly depended on, and the second one is the residents and experts.  From these sources, the 

majority of the stories that The Ethiopian Herald were written by sourcing officials from 

government offices at all levels (Federal, Regional, at Woreda level, police, security, and 

military bureaus, and kebele level). These officials were used as sources of ethnic conflict stories 

through their offices and by their names. This idea was strengthened by the responses of the 

interviewees. ―Our sources of the ethnic conflict stories are higher government officials, local 

administrators, security forces and local ordinary people‖, said participant 6. This shows that 

they highly relied on government offices. Even though journalists are expected to balance the 

information from different sources, they preferred to use that. Participant 1 added, ―We do not 

send our reporter to die because nobody issues the safety of journalists.‖ They mostly depended 

on government officials because without government officials‘ will nothing will be done.  
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Participant 4 (April 8, 2019) assures, ―Since the medium is government owned, it does not 

motivate journalists to cover ethnic conflicts.‖ from their the responses of the participant it is 

easy to understand that journalists are doing their reporting only when the government is willing 

ignoring the role of journalism. This again implies that since the government officials are sources 

of the news, the real and credible information could not be released because they do not want to 

be exposed as they are responsible to maintain peace and security of the people the govern. In 

addition to this, Participant 2 adds, ―Not only the administration but also editors usually censor 

ethnic conflict stories.‖ The other participant said, ―We have been living where little or no 

freedom of press. So, most of the time we do censorship, either we omit or publish.‖ This in fact 

exists in different media houses, but as far as ethnic conflict is very sensitive they were supposed 

to address it to the readers.   

However, the Reporter newspaper highly relied on both the government and the residents 

(victims). Participants from this newspaper said that they mostly go to the conflicting area to 

extract the right information about the cases though there are times they do not go physically 

because of security problems. ―Since it is private‖, said participant 6 (4/08/2011), ―the 

government does not assign security forces during covering the ethnic conflict issues.‖  So, he 

added, ―Nobody wants to go there to die.‖ They rather use other mechanisms to get real 

information like contacting residents through phone and cross-checking with other means. They 

again use other political party leaders who actively attend what is going on around the country. 

―The sources of our news stories are government officials, community on the ground, neutral 

people, security forces, General Attorney, Ministry of Peace etc.‖, said participant 11. 

The second question of the research is: What are the frames of the Ethiopian Herald and the 

Reporter Newspapers used during covering  ethnic conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 

G.C? 

During researching frames for the texts, the researcher used Entman‘s framing function as a 

benchmark. Therefore, by using this benchmark the researcher has identified four types of 

frames, namely, annihilation fame, attribution to responsibility framing, incapability of 

government officials frame, and law and order, and crime and justice frame. The researcher also 

identified the first two frames as dominant frames in the selected newspapers. These frames were 

obtained from a total of 23 news stories from the two media outlets based on their selection, 
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emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration of information about the ethnic conflict issues that 

happened from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018. These frames are not only themes for analysis but 

also instruments of regulating data to simplify them into few clusters. The frames identified in 

the study have answered research question number two.  

4.1 Annihilation Frame 

This type of frame has also been used by Mulatu during studying the reporting of internal 

conflicts by the local newspapers in his dissertation (Mulatu, 2017: 156). Similarly, this research 

has found annihilation frame used dominantly in the selected newspapers. The media‘s attempt 

to ignore or exclude an object from the readers or viewers can be called symbolic annihilation 

(Gerbner 1972, Tuchman 1978; cited in Mulatu 2017: 156). This kind of frame happens when 

the newspapers are interested in tone downing ethnic conflict. In this frame, the texts tended to 

ignore, exclude, undermine or delay reporting on internal conflicts (2017: 156). The researcher 

analyzed the newspapers and found them not giving serious attention towards the issue. For 

example though the story was about ethnic conflict, the newspapers were not confident enough 

to present the causes of the ethnic conflict, who was involved in the ethnic conflict, and other 

very significant points that can make readers aware about the incident clearly.  

4.1.1 Omission 

It is the act of missing some important facts, causes, or other important elements in the texts 

during covering ethnic conflict stories. It is undeniable that everything cannot be covered in a 

story, but at least the major facts that make the story complete should be included. For instance, 

causes of the conflict, the number of individuals who were victims in the conflict, level of 

property damages can be the major components that make the story complete. The researcher 

thoroughly read the selected news stories, and found that some major facts were omitted from the 

narratives of ethnic conflict stories. Omission of very important facts was seen in different ways. 

In some cases, the names of ethnic groups involved in the conflicts were not mentioned. In 

others, the causes of the ethnic conflict were not clearly presented in the text. 
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4.1.1.1 Omitting the Names of the Conflicting Ethnic Groups  

Some of the texts did not present the names of the conflicting parties (ethnic groups) in the news 

stories. Some examples were taken from both The Reporter (English version) and The Ethiopian 

Herald Newspapers to see it very clearly.   

The first was published on the front page of the Ethiopian Herald Newspaper on 18
th

 September, 

2018. The lead of the story says: ―Ethiopian Human Rights Commission Commissioner Addisu 

G/Egziabher (PhD) said that deep investigation to be held over Burayu strife‖ (The Ethiopian 

Herald, 2018: 1).  

The above lead of a story is about a clash between the Oromos against the Gamos, Guraghes, 

Wolayitas etc… but the Ethiopian Herald was shy in treating the story openly. The Ethiopian 

Human Rights Commission Commissioner Addisu G/Egziabher (PhD) believed the presence of a 

conflict. But it could not clearly present who were involved in the conflict. ―He explained on a 

press conference yesterday that his office condemns the act of displacing residents and loss of 

lives.‖ “The action violates human rights and including the right to move and work 

everywhere,” he added.  

Here it confuses the readers very much because the information presented about the conflict in 

this story is incomplete. It does not answer at least the people involved in the strife. Not only 

who were involved, but also what was the cause of the strife were missed in the story. The story 

finally comes with a kind issue that asserts the arrest of the suspects. The other sentence was also 

taken from the last part of the same news story, and says: ―Meanwhile, 600 plus suspects have 

been arrested over Burayu strife, according to Federal Police Commission.‖ The above sentence 

implicitly explains how hard the strife was since 600 plus suspects have been arrested. It again 

does not answer who these suspects are and where they are from.  

The other example was taken from The Reporter posted on the 4
th

 page on 11
th

 August, 2018. 

The extract says: ―Most of the deaths were said to occur when unidentified group of individuals 

began to attack houses and torching some of them‖ (The Reporter, 2018:4). 

The above extract is sure of the existence of deaths due to the attack of unidentified groups over 

others. Is there unidentified group who do not have any ethnic group? This shows that the 

newspaper did not go deep into the case to present complete information to the readers. Even 
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saying unidentified group by itself is being reluctant in giving attention to the very serious issue 

as many people died from this attack. 

Still there is another story that clearly presents how reluctant the newspaper is in mentioning the 

names of the conflicting ethnic groups. This has also been extracted from the same newspaper 

posted on the 2
nd

 page on 9
th

 August, 2018, that reads: ―According to the commission several 

individuals and ethnic groups in the region are targeted and victimized since Saturday‖ (The 

Reporter, 2018: 2). 

This detail presented the presence of several victim individuals and ethnic groups in the conflict. 

This is good. But the question is who targeted these individuals and ethnic conflicts? It fails to 

mention the names of conflicting ethnic groups. The other point here again is that what was the 

cause of the conflict was not openly discussed here. Even nothing is said about the targeted 

ethnic groups. The other point taken from the same paragraphs reads ―As a result, besides the 

damage on human lives, churches and individual properties were damaged‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 

2). Still the story said nothing about who the doers of this act were, rather than focusing only on 

the effects, which are observable.  

4.1.1.2 Omitting the Cause of the Conflicts 

The other very important point that was widely seen in the newspapers is that the stories tend to 

either totally hide, or to only implicitly mention the actual cause(s) of ethnic conflicts.  A number 

of examples were brought here to illustrate the idea. All of the following were brought from the 

Reporter.  All the stories did not try to present the exact causes of the ethnic conflicts. And even 

the individuals or groups who initiated the ethnic conflicts were not thoroughly presented in the 

story. The researcher has identified about eight news stories presented omitting the real causes of 

the ethnic conflicts. The first one is posted on the 3
rd

 page of The Reporter on 16
th

 June, 2018. It 

says, ―ethnic conflict yet again contributes to more Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs).‖  Here 

the causes are shallowly presented. ―The forced displacement from Beinshangul particularly 

began reportedly following a killing of a young man from Gumz Ethnic background, allegedly 

by a man whose ethnic background is Amhara‖ ( The Reporter, 2018: 3). 

The cause according to the story is the killing of a young man from Gumz Ethnic background, 

but it could not be the real cause because the killing would come after a certain cause that 
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initiates a man from ethnic Amhara. The story gave much emphasis to the consequences than 

digging out the root causes of the conflict between the Gumuz and the Amhara. Even though it 

mentioned that the conflict had ethnic motive, it does not give much of a sense of what this 

means to the wider readers. The other case presented here is: ―In related news, over the week, the 

long serving president of Ethio-Somali region has resigned from his position. In the same turn of 

events, similar unrests occurred in Jigjiga which claimed the lives of many‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 

3). 

This also does not state the cause of the unrest that claimed the lives of many. The second story 

was published on the 11
th

 page on 23
rd

 June, 2018. It was presented as: Sidama zone detains 226 

in relation to deadly conflict. The story did not even believe that the conflict has an ethnic 

motive. This concept is extracted from the following detail. It says: ―According to the head of the 

administrator, the conflict does not by any means represent the people of Sidama and it was 

perpetuated by individuals. He also added that the Administration will work to further identify if 

there are any officials involved in the violence and bring them to justice‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 

11). 

The above detail asserts that the conflict does not represent the Sidama people. Whoever was 

involved in the conflict, the story did not say anything about the causes of this very violent 

conflict. After presenting this detail, another explanation follows stating that: ―Aklilu also said 

that he was frustrated by the mainstream and social media which has depicted this conflict to be 

an ethnic one between the Wolaiyta and Sidama ethnic groups, which he said were both 

suppressed during the past regimes‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 11). 

This information reveals that the source is afraid of both the mainstream and the social media. 

The social media might sometimes disseminate fake information since they are open for 

everyone. But why the mainstream?  The other point is their (the Wolaiyta and Sidama ethnic 

groups) being suppressed by the past regimes does not guarantee the conflict not to be ethnic. 

This shows that the newspaper is shy to present the real causes of the conflict and the right 

individuals or groups involved in the conflict. It again shows the presence of idea mismatch 

between the sources. It is vividly seen in the following sentence. ―A relatively calm region, the 

South has seen three conflict flashpoints in a span of two weeks: Hawassa, Wolaiyta Sodo, and 

Wolkite towns, which were all said to be ethnically charged‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 11). 
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 The 3
rd

 one is about the intervention of the defense force in Assossa‘s deadly conflict. It was 

posted on 9
th

 page on 30
th

 June, 2018. The lead states the case as: ―The Ethiopian Defense Force 

interfered to deter the deadly ethnic clash that left ten dead and over 40 people injured in Assosa, 

the seat of the Benishangul Gumuz Regional Administration, in western Ethiopia‖ (The 

Reporter, 2018: 9). 

The lead asserts that there was an ethnic clash, but did not present the cause of this ethnic clash 

and even the ethnic groups taking part in the conflict. Though not stated in the lead, it is very 

shallowly treated as presented here that ―Reports indicate that the conflict broke out after 

indigenous communities in the region reportedly demanded other minority groups to leave the 

area‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 11).  

The researcher believed that the cause presented in the story is very shallow because it did not 

widely discuss why the indigenous communities in the region reportedly demanded other 

minority groups to leave the area. The second point here is that, who are other minority groups? 

Not to present the actual cause of the conflict, the newspaper called the involved groups as anti-

reformist groups for inciting violence in many parts of the country in addition to Assosa.  

The fourth one was posted on the front page on 11
th

 August, 2018.  It is about Oil companies that 

evacuate their personnel from Ethio-Somali region. It was presented as follows: ―Following the 

security crisis in the fragile region, conflict erupted in the regional capital, Jigjiga, on July 28. 

Civilians have been killed and houses, a bank, shops and churches have been looted and torched 

in Jigjiga and other small towns in the region‖ (The Reporter,  2018: 1). 

It has clearly presented the presence of conflict in Jigjiga, on July 28 that claimed the lives of 

many civilians, the looted of houses, a bank, shops and churches. Still it did not say anything 

about the cause of this conflict. The other story in the same article was: ―In related news, 

following reports of atrocities committed against persons of Tigray origin in the Oromia Zone of 

the Amhara Regional Administration, the Tigray regional administration has sent an inquiry 

team to inspect harms and extent of damages inflicted against individuals of Tigray ethnic group 

in these areas‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 11). The above story similar to others did say nothing about 

the causes of this ethnic conflict.  
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The fifth story was posted on the 3
rd

 page on 11
th

 August, 2018, and is about the condemning of 

the Jigjiga‘s violence by the Human Rights Commission. It narrated as: ―The recent clash in the 

region breaches the basic human rights enshrined in the constitution such as the right to live, the 

right of movement and the right to worship,‖ Demesew Benti, head of the communication at 

EHRC, told journalists on Thursday August 9, 2018‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 3). 

The above story is story relies on the consequences of the conflict rather than stating the real 

causes of the conflict. The responsibility is rather given for the other body i.e. deliberately 

orchestrated groups to commit act of vandalism. 

The next is extracted from the story posted on the 7
th

 page on 18
th

 August, 2018. It was about the 

families of mob-attack victims fear for safety. The story narrowly and in an inconvincible way 

presented the cause of the conflict that claimed two lives. It was presented for readers as follows: 

―Haftu Hagezom, victims of the Wollega mob attack a week ago, expressed their concern for 

their safety following the brutal killings of the two individuals by a mob in Eastern Wollega 

Zone, The Reporter has learnt‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 7). 

The researcher said the cause is an inconvincible because what is behind the mob attack was not 

discussed openly in the story. Saying simply mob attack does not convince readers to be a cause 

for the brutal killings of the two individuals. 

The seventh issue was posted on the 5
th

 page on 15
th

 September, 2018, and is about the ethnic 

clashes that resulted Ethiopia to register highest global Internally Displaced Person‘s (IDP‘s) for 

2018.  The newspaper as usual did not treat the cause of the ethnic clashes happened in different 

parts of the country. This was seen in the following details of the story. The detail says: ―Recent 

ethnic clashes in the southern regions of Gedeo and West Guji, along with internal border 

disputes at the southeastern Somali border has forced 1.4 million people to flee their homes since 

the start of 2018, making it the world‘s highest level of violence-related internal displacement so 

far this year‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 5). 

The last issue was posted on the 5
th

 page on 22
nd

 September, 2018, and is about how the 

deadliest month September was. It stated the violence that happened at Oromia Special Zone and 

other parts of the country. A number of clashes have happened on September, 2018 though the 

real causes were not briefly discussed.   The lead stated these incidences as: ―The month of 
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September is usually regarded as a festive month for Ethiopians as it is the first month of the 

upcoming year. However this year, it was marked as the deadliest month with a continued 

violence ripping through several parts of the country‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 5). 

No cause was presented for the deadliest month with a continued violence ripping that happened 

in different parts of the country. The word deadliest used in the story shows how harsh violence 

took place in Ethiopia on the above mentioned month. But even the cause stated in the details 

does not convince the readers.  

Apart from results of the texts, responses of the interviewees asserted that journalists do not 

mostly report the real causes of the ethnic conflict. Participant 7 said we are always challenged 

covering the real causes of the ethnic conflict because first it is difficult to know the stand of the 

sources and second the credibility of the sources.‖  The above expression implies that journalists 

are not critical of the real causes which they were supposed to be so. It means that reporters give 

incomplete information for readers. The other problem participants raised is the absence of 

skillful reporter who understands the ethnic conflict properly. ―We do not cover causes because 

real causes might be known even after months passed‖, added participant 8. 

4.1.1.3 Withholding Information 

Some news stories may not be presented timely because of some factors. The act of not 

presenting news stories as soon as they take place by newspapers is withholding information. 

Actually there is a time when an organization withholds information temporarily for some 

legitimate reasons. For example, it‘s advisable and ethical to withhold the names of dead victims 

until the families are informed. It is also necessary to withhold strategic information because of 

concerns of national security, for instance, a case involving ongoing investigation of a terrorist 

plot. Or sometimes it is a good choice to temporarily withhold information that might 

unnecessarily terror the public. But it is unethical for a certain organization to withhold relevant 

crisis-related information, offering only selected disclosures, and creating ambiguity about the 

cases.  

Withholding information can be either withholding all of the information about an event until 

there has been some form of change in relation to that particular incident or releasing the 

information to the readers through the newspapers after the conflict is resolved. In this case the 
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Ethiopian Herald is the best example. The researcher has identified the following. One of the 

examples was posted on the second page of The Ethiopian Herald on 22
nd

 September, 2018. The 

lead says: ―National Disaster Risk Management Commission (NDRMC) announced that almost 

all citizens who were displaced by the recent unrest in various parts of the country are now 

resettled to their homes‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 2). 

As presented above, there was unrest in various parts of the country that caused people to 

displace. In previous news stories, the Ethiopian Herald was shy in publishing such cases as the 

presence of unrest, and displacements in different parts of Ethiopia. But waiting for the solution, 

the newspapers have treated the issue. The story did not treat the causes of the displacements, 

and those who were involved in the conflict or violence. It also did not cover immediately 

though it happened about three months ago. The details that come after the lead would be 

explained this way. ―NDRMC Pubic Relation and Communication Directorate Debebe Zewde 

told The Ethiopian Herald that over 153,000 people were displaced from homes in the Ethiopian 

Somali State due to the recent riots. Furthermore, 894 thousand peoples left their homes inWest 

Guji and Gedeo zones of Oromia and SNNPS states respectively‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 

2). 

The above detail clearly states the presence of riots that caused over 153,000 people displaced 

from homes in the Ethiopian Somali State. No stories from the Ethiopian Herald have said 

something about the presence of riots in the Somali State. Similarly the case of West Guji and 

Gedeo zones of Oromia and SNNPS states was withhold till the so-called solution came. The 

second example from the same newspaper posted on the 8
th

 page on 27th September, 2018 would 

also state the presence of information withholding. The lead states that: ―In our day to day life, 

love, considerateness, and extending a helping hand are part and parcel of our social interactions. 

Yet disagreements and conflicts could surface at times. Various issues ranging from a trifle to 

burning one could be a source of conflict between human beings. Society has its own traditional 

or cultural ways of resolving conflicts that crop up among different people. In this piece, the 

writer tries to review the impact of indigenous conflict resolution mechanisms in among 

Ethiopian communities‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018:8). 

The above story presents nothing about the conflict happened before except explaining how 

conflict happens among people in life. This is an example of withholding the information fully. 
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The story used the picture of the Gamo elders to show how they settled the conflict between the 

Oromos and the Gamos that happened around Burayu during welcoming the Oromo Liberation 

Front 9OLF). Instead of critically treating the incidents of Burayu, the newspaper goes round the 

bush to escape.   

The other story to be regarded under this theme was posted on the front page of Ethiopian Herald 

on 21
st
 August, 2018. The story was about the violent acts happened in Ethio- Somali. It reads as: 

―More recently Ethiopian-Somali state was in chaos and civilian causalities as well as property 

damages were widely reported in various media outlets‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018:1). 

The Ethiopian Herald is a daily newspaper, but reported it after about two weeks. Even it can be 

understood that this medium may be out of the various media which reported the incident. The 

other point here is that it presented the case because it believed as there is a relative stability in 

the region. This is justified by the following detail. ―Now there is a comparable stability in the 

state and citizens are getting back to their normal lives‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018:1). The 

other point that indicates the lateness of the report is the following.  

It was on Monday, August 6, 2018 that the federal government through the Communication 

Affairs Minister, Ahmed Shide announced as per the request of the Somali state government, the 

federal security force was ordered to intervene in a bid to pacify the state.  

Where was this newspaper during this time? The Ethiopian Herald is mostly seen withholding 

information. The researcher thought that there might be a time to withhold the very essential 

information, either partly or entirely, from publication. As has been shown above, the 

newspapers may not report the ethnic conflicts immediately, until they get possible resolutions or 

public reactions to the cases. It is likely that it is becoming common to present the resolution of 

the event in a story, or the reaction of the people, rather than the sensitive part of the case, 

particularly in the government owned medium, the Ethiopian Herald newspaper. 

The other important point found from the interviewees‘ responses is that they mostly withhold 

the information when they do not get credible information and are not allowed to cover by the 

government officials including during censorship. Participant 9 said, ―Sometimes we want to 

hold the story till we get credible information by contacting people around their through phone.‖ 

From this one can understand that they are waiting for good conditions to cover the story of the 
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ethnic conflict though it is a very sensitive issue. The cover only when government officials 

around allow them to go and cover, but the hold the issue if they are not given permission. He 

also added, ―When government officials are reluctant, we try to hold the story because we want 

first-hand information.‖ 

4.2 Attribution to Responsibility Frame 

This frame, directly or indirectly, motivates the readers to know the causes (not the true causes of 

the conflicts) as if the third party had initiated them (the conflicts), or to call the readers to be 

part of the solution to them (Mulatu, 2017:183). Under this type of frame, the researcher 

identified three important points. These are blaming others, pushing responsibility to others and 

urging narrative. Both blaming others and urging narrative are taken from Mulatu (Mulatu, 2017: 

176). But pushing responsibility to others is obtained by the researcher after an intensive reading 

of the news story. Although it seems similar with blaming others, it has a slight difference.    

4.2.1 Blaming the Others 

Mulatu used this technique to describe how the causes of the internal conflicts have been 

reported by different print media (Mulatu, 2017: 180). According to him by blaming others one is 

giving the responsibility for the wrong doings in relation to something, in this case, the cause of 

the internal conflicts is to other persons or groups. This research also used this technique to 

describe how the causes of the ethnic conflict issues have been reported. This section could   

clearly explain the question ―who and why are they blamed?‖ by taking some news stories from 

the newspapers. Some individuals or groups are described as being responsible for the causes of 

the ethnic conflicts or the violence. For example, the mission of the activists is disseminating 

information to the public about what is around the globe. They may criticize the government 

when there is wrongly committed act, or support it when doing well. After youths are informed 

about the real situation of a certain environment, they might raise different questions. Their 

questions might be about employment, equal allocation of resources, security, peace and order, 

justice…  However, it is observed that the causes of their questions are usually portrayed in a 

different way in the text mentioning that it is the interest and support of the third party e.g., the 

irresponsible activists and hatred speech disseminators.  This is briefed below by taking one 

example posted on the front page of the Ethiopian Herald on 2
nd

 October, 2018.   
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But, Adane points out irresponsible activists and hatred speech dissemination 

through social media as the triggering factors of the latest violence. ―Taking the 

advantage of the present political freedom, several people who are actively engaged 

in agitating youths of some ethnic group against the other. That is why we witnessed 

the recent killings and forcible evictions.‖ extracted from ―Why chaos, violence 

come back in positive sum era‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 1).  

The above paragraph shows two things. First it shows that the newspaper is sure that the youth 

were agitated by the third party. Second there were killings of the youth of different ethnic 

groups. The story was presented to the readers in line with the interest of the government. This is 

because the triggering factors for the violence are the act of the irresponsible activists and hate 

speech disseminators. Though the government knows the presence of ethnic conflicts, the 

newspaper has brought it as it is not the real question of the youths rather is the question of 

irresponsible activists and hatred speech disseminators. This helps the government to ignore the 

question of the youths.  

The other point in the story is that the clause ―Taking the advantage of the present political 

freedom, several people who are actively engaged in agitating youths of some ethnic group 

against the other‖ does not give complete and logical meaning. If it is believed about the 

presence of political freedom, why these several people actively engaged in agitating youths of 

some ethnic group against the other? Political freedom is not about the misleading others to 

benefit only a certain group.  

The second news story was posted on 12
th

 page of Ethiopian Herald on 19
th

 August, 2018. It is 

about the condemning of Jigjiga‘s violence by the Ethiopian religious council. Here 

representatives of different religions condemned the evil act stating the act did not represent 

neither of them. Good. But who? The story blamed the displeased. It says: ―What happened was 

done by the displeased to tarnish the image of the nation, said the Cardinal‖ The Ethiopian 

Herald, 2018: 12).  

The above statement is blaming others who are displeased about the current move of the country. 

Such kind of expression is highly used to show that the wrong act belongs to others and 

excluding the self totally from it. 

The second story under this theme was posted on the 8
th

 page in The Reporter on 23
rd

 June, 

2018. It was about the PM‘s first real test about the recent Ethiopian politics to settle the unrests 
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happening in different parts of the country. The lead of the story states the issue as follows: ―It 

all seemed like the conflict and public uprising that rocked the country for the past three years is 

finally coming to an end following the change of guard at the very top of the ruling party, 

Ethiopian People‘s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), as Abiy Ahmed (PhD) assumed 

the chairmanship and the Prime Minister position of Ethiopia‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 8). 

The lead explicitly tells that Ethiopia was experiencing conflicts and public uprisings before the 

coming of Abiy Ahmed (PhD) into power. His coming also brought those conflicts and public 

uprisings to an end. The detail below in other side states the above scenario.  

But, it was not even three months into his tenure when a relatively calmer region of 

the country, Southern Regional State, was rocked by another ethnically charged 

violence. The unrest spread to three Zonal administrations in no time. Wolkite was 

the first of these three places that saw a bloody ethnic conflict which resulted in huge 

damages to property and loss of lives. The conflict that broke out between the 

Gurages and Kebenas, on June 13, 2018, claimed the life of one person while leaving 

seven others heavily injured. Several kiosks, shops, vehicles and other properties 

were set on fire (The Reporter, 2018: 8). 

Narrating all the clashes that resulted loss of lives and destruction of properties, the story 

presented that the people involved in this very cruel and evil act are those who do not want 

peace, and called them ―daytime hyenas.‖ This shows that the government does not want to be 

responsible for the evil act that claimed many civilian lives and destruction of properties. Even 

this narration does not answer the question who these people are. Unless the name is given to a 

certain group, nobody knows what daytime hyenas stand for. It is possible to conclude that such 

expression does not by any means make the wrong doers responsible and the government as 

well.  

The other issue was also posted on the front page of The Ethiopian Herald on 11
th

 August, 2018. 

It is about the conflicts that happened in Ethio-Somali state. The lead says: ―The explosion of 

weapons and mass destruction in the Somali State of Ethiopia cannot be associated with ethnic 

and religious matters, rather is a veiled mission for posing threats to national peace and security, 

and causing havoc across different parts of the country, according to political experts‖ (The 

Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 1). 

The above sentence clearly states the existence of clashes supported with weapons and mass 

destruction in the Ethio-Somali state. But the newspaper is shy to present the cause of the 
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conflict and those who were involved in it. It rather prefers to blame the other unknown group 

having the veiled mission that threats the national peace and security. 

The last issue under this point was posted on the front page of the Ethiopian Herald on 19
th

 

August, 2018. The extract states as follows: ―As the Ethio-Somali people are nationalists and 

adore their country Ethiopia they cannot buy the clan- leader- favoring –secessionist-sentiment 

triggered by the displeased few‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 1).  

It is similar with the above discussions. Instead of critically investigating the cause of the case 

and those who were involved, it simply gives a name and finally blames that. The newspaper 

would work better if it saw the cases very seriously so as to provide accurate and balanced 

information to make them aware about what is going on around the country.    

 4.2.2 Urging Narrative 

According to Mulatu Alemayehu (2017: 176) urging is when a story narrates the case so as to 

give advice, or a guide, to the readers to make them do something in relation to the conflicts. The 

stories, either directly or indirectly, persuade readers to be part of the solution, or not to be parts 

of the cause, he added. This research has also identified one story that illustrates the above 

concept. The story was posted on the front page in The Reporter on 15
th

 September, 2018. It is 

about clashes between the youth of the city (Addis Ababa) and their counterparts from the 

surrounding towns of Oromia Special Zone erupted ahead of the return of leaders of the formerly 

outlawed political organization, the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF).  

This would be further explained by taking the main points from the speech of Premier Abiy 

Ahmed of Ethiopia as it reads: ―There will be no single winner when Ethiopians fight over flags 

or other controversial issues. We should cooperate with each other by resolving our differences 

through dialogue‖, Abiy Ahmed (PhD) said (The Reporter, 2018: 1). This is implicitly advising 

the people to be part of the solution seekers exposing the conflicting parties and not to be 

involved in the conflict because it is said that there is no single winner in the conflict. 

The other story was posted on 8
th

 page of the Ethiopian Herald on 27
th

 September, 2018. It is 

about indigenous conflict resolution mechanisms. The story discusses the presence of very 

important traditional conflict resolutions to be used to settle conflicts happening around.  
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In our day to day life, love, considerateness, and extending a helping hand are part 

and parcel of our social interactions. Yet disagreements and conflicts could surface at 

times. Various issues ranging from a trifle to burning one could be a source of 

conflict between human beings. Society has its own traditional or cultural ways of 

resolving conflicts that crop up among different people. In this piece, the writer tries 

to review the impact of indigenous conflict resolution mechanisms in among 

Ethiopian communities (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 8).  

As has been described above, every step of human beings may not be free of disagreements and 

conflicts as far as the interaction among people continues exixsting. It is guiding readers to be 

involved in settling conflicts traditionally. One it is common to face a conflict. Following this 

people should learn cultural ways of resolving conflicts that crop up among different people. 

This story brought the incident that happened in Burayu but did not want to touch explicitly. The 

researcher understood it as it has incorporated the pictures of the Gamo elders when they were 

begging their youth not to confront against the Oromo. 

4.2.3 Pushing Responsibility to Others 

The researcher chose this concept to show a text that treats a conflict as a certain group pushes 

partial responsibility to others. In other words, it is a kind of concept that needs other groups to 

share the responsibility they take. There are cases when responsible body of a certain group fully 

takes the responsibility of any violent acts. But still there times when one points his finger 

towards others to make them concerned for the same issue. Typical example for this was posted 

on the front page of the Ethiopian Herald on 9
th

 September, 2018. The lead of the story presents 

the case as:  ―TPLF is the cardinal responsible body to the political instability that had been 

rocking the country but other sister parties or allied parties too share the blame are also 

responsible for, said Tigiray People Democratic Coalition Party‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 

2018:1). 

The sentence, TPLF is the cardinal responsible body to the political instability that had been 

rocking the country shows two very important cases. The first is the presence of political 

instability that had been rocking the country. The second is the existence of responsible body. As 

has been stated above, TPLF is the cardinal responsible body for that incident. The word cardinal 

is used to emphasize how TPLF was dominant over other allied parties in the country. If it was 

dominating other sister parties, why it needs to get others shared the responsibility of the 
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instabilities that the country had been rocked by? It is because nobody wants to be fully 

responsible for any violent act.  

Dr Aregawi Berhe, chief of Tigray Democratic Coalition Party said to The Ethiopian 

Herald that, it is obvious that the architect of these sister parties across the states is 

TPLF. The attendant ills almost in gross are ascribable to TPLF but the other parties 

it created in its image are not immune from the blame, for without their willingness it 

could not have done what it did. It may not have created the instability in the country 

(The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 1). 

The detail presented above still believes that TPLF is the architect of the sister parties. Being an 

architect, TPLF is blaming other sister parties participating in the current political instability 

across the country. This is shown by the sentence, the attendant ills almost in gross are ascribable 

to TPLF but the other parties it created in its image are not immune from the blame. Are not 

immune from the blame asserts that they were working together with TPLF, so the responsibility 

would be shared. 

This concept is different from blaming others because under blaming others the responsibility is 

totally given for the blamed group, but in the case of pushing responsibility to others 

responsibility is shared.  

4.3  Incapability of Government Officials Frame 

This frame in this research is used to show the treatment of the story against the government 

officials based on their performance on the positions they are assigned. There might be any 

public uprising, or violent conflict in different parts of the country. This incident is highly related 

to the incapability of government officials in their duties. For example the story posted on the 

front page in the Ethiopian Herald on 22
nd

 May, 2018 states that: ―The past unrest that engulfed 

some parts of Ethiopia emanated partly from lack of good governance. It also led the country 

declare State of Emergency for the second time. Many believe the triggering factor for the 

widespread maladministration is a failure in executing a given task‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 

2018: 1).  There was unrest in the past due to a failure of government in executing a given task to 

the standard. 
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4.4  Law and Order, Crime and Justice Frame 

This kind of frame is used in this research to show how the story treats crimes and criminals to 

maintain peace and order based on rule of law and bring justice for the victims. The case was 

posted on the 5
th

 page in The Reporter on 1
st
 September, 2018 stating that Attorney General 

(AG) indicts former Hawassa mayor over conflict. This indicated that there was a conflict at 

Hawassa and suspects including government officials were brought before the court. It can be 

inferred that any suspect be ordinary citizen or official is subject to be asked by the law. The 

detail presents the case as follows: 

Along with the mayor, some 100 prison officials and individuals were bought before 

the court in connection with the recent deadly violence in Hawassa and the 

surrounding areas. On Friday, police brought the suspects before the Federal circuit 

court temporarily established in Hawassa. Among the suspects, six of them are 

senior officials at the Hawassa Correctional Facility‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 5). 

The third question of the research is: How do the Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter 

Newspapers cover causes and consequences of ethnic conflict issues during the study period? 

To answer the above question, the researcher used two techniques (intensive reading of the news 

stories and interview). In the texts no real cause of ethnic conflict is covered by both the selected 

newspapers. So as to strengthen the idea, the researcher conducted interview. The results of the 

interview suggest that covering causes of the ethnic conflicts is very costly. Participants from the 

Reporter newspaper said that covering causes of the ethnic conflicts is not an easy task for a 

journalist. According to the reply, it costs them finance, manpower, materials that can be used 

during covering the issue, and the security issue. Here they angrily criticize the government as it 

is careless for giving security for journalists. Even the government itself is an obstacle for their 

profession.  For example said participant 6 and 10, after Abiy Ahmed took the power, many 

ethnic conflicts and other conflicts occurred in different places and called the responsible bodies 

―Yeken Jib‖ or day-time hyena, and to make residents of a certain area alert he ordered them to 

suspiciously attend the ―tsegure liwut‖ to refer the unfamiliar person. ―Now this word came to 

challenge us‖, they said. The word challenges them because they are unfamiliar to those 

conflicting areas.  
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The other factor was the credibility of the sources. Even though sources know the real cause of 

the conflict, they give their witness saying unrelated facts for fear of security, according to the 

participants. As a result, the above selected newspapers could not present complete information 

for each incident. They might miss names of the conflicting ethnic groups, might present fake 

causes or might ignore the information. In the case of the Ethiopian Herald, not only covering the 

causes but also covering the presence of the ethnic conflict is very much costly. It may result 

journalists to leave their profession according to some participants from that newsroom. So they 

tend to cover the consequences which are easily observable because nobody denies the existing 

reality. This idea was supported by the responses of the interviewees. Participant 2 said, ―We 

prefer to report the consequences of the ethnic conflict because it is very simple as it is 

observable.‖ As of participant 1 covering causes is very costly. He said, ―we do not mostly cover 

causes of the ethnic conflicts because they are costly in terms of finance, manpower, resource for 

reporting like car, camera etc., even lives.‖  

The fourth question of the research is: Why Ethiopian Herald and Reporter Newspapers chose to 

use this type of frame in ethnic conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C? It seemed that 

the newspapers chose to frame the stories this way because of their sources. For example, 

sources for The Ethiopian Herald are mostly government offices. These offices do not appreciate 

ethnic conflict stories in the country covered by any medium, but they cannot control all the 

media. The only media that government officials can easily control are the state owned ones. 

From them, The Ethiopian Herald is one. In the case of this newspaper, most of the ethnic 

conflict issues were annihilated. The annihilation of the news stories was greatly found under 

omission of the names of the conflicting ethnic groups and still some of the issues were 

withhold. This was mostly done not to expose the gaps of the government. This therefore, makes 

the news stories to be framed on the previously identified types of frames. However, The 

Reporter believed the existence of ethnic conflict and gave coverage, the real causes of the 

conflicts were not really presented, and it is because of the sources. 

4.5  Comparative Discussion  

In this section, the narratives of the two media outlets i.e., The Reporter, and The Ethiopian 

Herald were comparatively presented. The comparison was made based on the frames identified 

and analyzed in the first section of this chapter. This section is necessary because in making 
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comparison, one can be enabled to easily detect the point of departure between the narratives of 

the two media outlets. As discussed above, there were differences in the framing of ethnic 

conflicts between the two selected newspapers in studied period. There were only 23 stories of 

ethnic conflict in the two selected newspapers during the sampled period, while there were many 

cases of ethnic conflicts in the country.  

4.5.1 The Ethiopian Herald Vs the Reporter 

It is very important to assess the coverage given to ethnic conflict issues in each of the selected 

newspapers. The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter newspapers were selected to be studied 

because both of them actively deal issues related to politics and current affairs. Knowing that 

ethnic conflicts occurred in the country during the study period, one could expect that there 

would be more or less similar coverage of these issues between the newspapers. Obviously, the 

Ethiopian Herald newspaper is supposed to cover relatively better stories as it is a daily 

newspaper than The Reporter newspaper which is weekly. But the result shows that there is quite 

difference in the coverage of ethnic conflict issues between the two newspapers. 

The difference of framing ethnic conflict between The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter starts 

from the recognition of the conflict as ethnic conflict. The Ethiopian Herald was shy in 

confidently saying the conflict as an ethnic conflict though the intention of the stories found in 

the study period have ethnic elements.  

4.5.2 The Reporter 

Although it is a weekly newspaper, it has given a relatively better attention in covering ethnic 

conflict issues that occurred in different parts of the country in different times. It has published 

11major news stories and there are many related news stories stating the issues as ethnic 

conflicts. Some of them are the following: 

The first one is posted on the 3
rd

 page on 16
th

 June, 2018. It says, ethnic conflict yet again 

contributes to more IDP‘s. Here the causes are shallowly presented. ―The forced displacement 

from Beinshangul particularly began reportedly following a killing of a young man from Gumz 

Ethnic background, allegedly by a man whose ethnic background is Amhara‖ (The Reporter, 

2018: 3). It described the incident that happened in Benshangul Gumuz between the Amhara and 

the Gumuz. The story did not hesitate to say the conflict as an ethnic conflict.  
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The other issue that was believed to be ethnic is the second story that was published on the 11
th

 

page on 23
rd

 June, 2018. It was presented as: ―Sidama Zone detains 226 in relation to deadly 

conflict.‖   ―A relatively calm region, the South has seen three conflict flashpoints in a span of 

two weeks: Hawassa, Wolaiyta Sodo, and Wolkite towns, which were all said to be ethnically 

charged‖ (The Reporter, 2018: 11). It is clearly presented that the three towns i.e.  Hawassa, 

Wolaiyta Sodo, and Wolkite were victims of the conflicts which were all said to be ethnically 

charged. 

The other one was also posted on the front page on 11
th

 August, 2018. It has brought another 

conflict which was ethnic. It is presented as: ―In related news, following reports of atrocities 

committed against persons of Tigray origin in the Oromia Zone of the Amhara Regional 

Administration, the Tigray regional administration has sent an inquiry team to inspect harms and 

extent of damages inflicted against individuals of Tigray ethnic group in these areas‖ (The 

Reporter, 2018: 11). 

The above story shows the existence of ethnic conflict between individuals of Tigray ethnic 

group and the other unidentified ethnic group. Since it is to show some of the conflicts treated 

confidently by The Reporter as ethnic conflicts, it is better to see further the above explanations 

presented in the frames categorized above. Now it is better to see the status of the Ethiopian 

Herald in terms of ethnic conflict coverage.  

4.5.3 The Ethiopian Herald 

It is known that the Ethiopian Herald is a daily and state owned newspaper. Although it is daily, 

it did not give much attention to ethnic conflict issues. Even the covered ones are not treated as 

expected. The newspaper was shy to say the ethnic conflict as ethnic, the individuals involved 

were not mentioned, the causes of the conflicts were not addressed, the issues were not covered 

timely, and mostly the responsibility was given to other elements.   

To make it more concrete, it is better to see some examples that illustrate the above issues. The 

first was published on the front page of The Ethiopian Herald Newspaper on 18
th

 September, 

2018. The lead of the story says: ―Ethiopian Human Rights Commission Commissioner Addisu 

G/Egziabher (PhD) said that deep investigation to be held over Burayu strife‖ (The Ethiopian 

Herald, 2018: 1). 
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The above lead of a story is about a clash between the Oromos against the Gamos, Guraghes, 

Wolayitas etc…, but the Ethiopian Herald is shy in treating the story openly. The Ethiopian 

Human Rights Commission Commissioner Addisu G/Egziabher (PhD) believed the presence of a 

conflict. It is not known who were involved in the conflict. The story finally comes with a kind 

issue that asserts the arrest of the suspects. It stated as: ―Meanwhile, 600 plus suspects have been 

arrested over Burayu strife, according to Federal Police Commission‖ (The Ethiopian Herald, 

2018:1). 

The other issue was also posted on the front page of Ethiopian Herald on 11
th

 August, 2018. It is 

about the conflicts that happened in Ethio-Somali state. The lead says: 

The explosion of weapons and mass destruction in the Somali State of Ethiopia 

cannot be associated with ethnic and religious matters, rather is a veiled mission for 

posing threats to national peace and security, and causing havoc across different 

parts of the country, according to political experts (The Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 1). 

The above sentence clearly states the existence of clashes supported with weapons and mass 

destruction in the Ethio-Somali state. But the newspaper is shy to present the cause of the 

conflict and those who were involved in it. It rather prefers to blame the other unknown group 

having the veiled mission that threats the national peace and security. 

Still another news story was posted on 12
th

 page of Ethiopian Herald on 19
th

 August, 2018. It is 

about the condemning of Jigjiga‘s violence by the Ethiopian religious council. Here 

representatives of different religions condemned the evil act by stating the evil act did not 

represent neither of them. Good. But who? The story blamed the displeased. It says: ―What 

happened was done by the displeased to tarnish the image of the nation, said the Cardinal‖ (The 

Ethiopian Herald, 2018: 12). 

The above statement is blaming others who are displeased about the current move of the country. 

Such kind of expression is highly used to show that the wrong act belongs to others and 

excluding the self totally from it. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

5.1  Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to analyze the narrative structure of the ethnic conflicts that 

occurred in Ethiopia from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 by the government owned and private 

owned print media. The general objective of this study is to assess how the public and private 

newspapers frame ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C. and the 

specific objectives are to analyze the data sources of ethnic conflict stories used by the two 

selected newspapers during the study period, to assess the type of framing the selected 

newspapers used during covering ethnic conflict stories in the sampled period and to compare  

the framing of the ethnic conflict news stories used by The Ethiopian Herald and Reporter 

newspapers during the study period. To achieve these objectives, the researcher set the following 

research questions. These are: What were the data sources for Ethiopian Herald and Reporter 

newspapers during covering ethnic conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C?, What are 

the frames of the Ethiopian Herald and the Reporter Newspapers used during covering ethnic 

conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C?, How do the Ethiopian Herald and The 

Reporter newspapers cover causes and consequences of ethnic conflict issues during the study 

period?, and Why Ethiopian Herald and Reporter Newspapers choose to use this type of frame in 

ethnic conflicts from April 2, 2018-October 2, 2018 G.C?  

To answer these questions, the researcher used qualitative method to identify the media frame on 

the coverage of the ethnic conflicts by both The Ethiopian Herald and The Reporter. Apart from 

the frames, the sources of data used by the two selected newspapers, how they cover the causes 

and consequences of the ethnic conflict stories, and why they chose to frame the ethnic conflict 

stories that way have been critically analyzed. From the total of 23 news stories, there are four 

frames: annihilation, attribution to responsibility, incapability of government officials and law 

and order, crime and justice. However, out of these four frames, the two, i. e, annihilation and 

attribution to responsibility were dominant.  

The first frame, i.e., annihilation, was dominantly used by The Reporter newspaper and the 

second frame, i.e., attribution to responsibility, was dominantly used by the Ethiopian Herald 
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newspaper. The urging narrative technique in this newspaper was used to monitor the readers to 

attempt to bring solutions to the ethnic conflicts, to fight third parties, and to narrow the gap 

between the government and the public in order to solve the problems.  Blaming others was also 

widely used by The Ethiopian Herald to externalize the responsibility regarding to the ethnic 

conflict.  This shows that the newspaper wants to advice readers to be part of the solution or not 

to be involved in the conflict, and to externalize the causes of the conflict and the consequences 

to the third body. One story was found under the pushing responsibility to others frame to let 

others be part of the responsibility. The third frame, that is, incapability of government officials, 

was exclusively used by the Ethiopian Herald newspaper, and the fourth, (law and order, crime 

and justice) was exclusively used by the Reporter newspaper. 

Shortly, the Ethiopian Herald is different from the Reporter in the following critical points. One 

is the frame type it belongs to. The findings revealed that The Ethiopian Herald is put under 

annihilation frame, particularly; withholding information and omitting the names of the 

conflicting ethnic groups and attribution to responsibility frame i.e. blaming others, urging 

narratives and pushing responsibility to others, and very few stories were categorized under the 

frame of incapability of government officials. 

On the contrary, The Reporter news stories were highly found under annihilation frame of 

omitting the causes of the ethnic conflicts and very few stories were also found under attribution 

to responsibility frames of blaming others. Besides, the story was also found under law and 

order, justice and crime frame. Even though it is universally accepted that conflict attracts media, 

the Ethiopian Herald newspaper did not give much attention to it in the presence of many ethnic 

conflicts in the country.  

However, one might argue that this is because of the language in which the newspaper has been 

published in English by considering their customers, who are from international and diplomatic 

communities, national elites and academics believing that, the ethnic issues may be less 

interesting to their customers.      

This may mean that ethnic conflict is taken as an issue that may not deserve international 

attention. This might be one case to annihilate the ethnic conflict issues; nevertheless, the 

problem is highly seen in The Ethiopian Herald newspaper while both of them are published in 
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English. Therefore, language is not the reason, but the case is the editorial policy and ownership.  

As a result, it is possible to say that the political ideology has had a clear impact on the reporting 

of ethnic conflicts. In the same manner, the ownership‘s ideology has an impact on the extent to 

which papers cover ethnic conflicts. in relation to this, Mulatu (2017: 146) argues that 

ownership‘s political ideology had impacted the level of ethnic conflict coverage by taking as an 

evidence Amare Aregawi, one of the fighters of TPLF and owner of The Reporter newspaper, 

who allowed The Reporter to be more straightforward and journalists to become active in 

reporting on critical cases in relation to conflict and policy issues. The same is true in the case of 

this research because though the names of the conflicting ethnic groups were omitted in the news 

stories, The Reporter newspaper has relatively covered better ethnic conflict issues. 

According to the sources that the selected newspapers used, they used different sources. The first 

is the government sources that The Ethiopian Herald mostly depended on. In addition, the 

residents and experts were also used as sources of news stories.  From these sources, the majority 

of the stories of The Ethiopian Herald were written by sourcing officials from government 

offices at all levels (Federal, Regional, at Woreda level, police, security, and military offices, and 

kebele level). These officials were used as sources of ethnic conflict stories through their offices 

and by their names. For this, the researcher interviewed why the journalists from the Ethiopian 

Herald mostly depended on the government sources. They mostly depended on government 

officials because without their will, nothing will be done. Informant 4 (April 8, 2019) assures 

that since the newspaper is government owned, it does not motivate journalists to cover ethnic 

conflicts. Informant 1, 2, 3 and 5 share the idea. Informant 2 adds that not only the 

administration but also the editors usually censor ethnic conflict stories.  

However, The Reporter newspaper highly relied on both the government and the residents 

(victims) and academics. Informants from this newspaper told the researcher that they mostly go 

to the conflicting area to extract the right information about the cases though there are times they 

do not go physically because of security problems. For this, it has a better ethnic conflict stories 

coverage compared to The Ethiopian Herald.  

In the texts, no real cause of ethnic conflicts is covered by both the selected newspapers. So as to 

strengthen the idea, the researcher conducted interview. The results of the interview suggest that 

covering causes of the ethnic conflicts is costly. Informants from The Reporter newspaper said 
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that covering causes of the ethnic conflicts is not an easy task for journalists. It costs them 

finance, manpower, materials that can be used during covering the issue, and the security issue. 

Here they angrily criticize the government as it is careless for giving security for journalists. As 

to them, even the government itself is an obstacle for their profession.  For example, according to 

informant 6 and 10, after Abiy Ahmed took the power, many ethnic conflicts and other conflicts 

occurred in different places and called the responsible bodies ―Yeken Jib‖ or day-time hyena, and 

to make residents of a certain area alert, he ordered them to suspiciously attend the ―tsegure 

liwut‖ to refer the unfamiliar person. ―Now this word came to challenge us‖, they said. The 

above word challenges them because they are unfamiliar to those conflicting areas.  

The other factor was the credibility of the sources. Even though sources know the real cause of 

the conflict, they give their witness saying unrelated facts for fear of security. As a result, the 

above selected newspapers could not present complete information for each incident. They might 

miss names of the conflicting ethnic groups, might present fake causes or might ignore the 

information.  

The selected newspapers seemed choose to use the above identified frames because of their 

sources. The ultimate goal of the media is to serve the public by providing accurate information 

timely. However, the above selected newspapers fail to provide accurate information to the 

public; some of the ethnic conflict issues were ignored or given less attention. For example, The 

Ethiopian Herald newspaper was not on the position of covering those ethnic conflict issues that 

occurred in Ethiopia at different times. Even those covered ones were seen very shallowly. This 

makes the newspaper irresponsible to the public as the public has the right to access the right 

information timely. Moreover, this newspaper did not want to present the issue being critical. 

The Reporter also did not go further to be critical of finding the real cause of the ethnic conflicts 

and mentioning the exact names of the conflicting ethnic groups though is relatively better than 

The Ethiopian Herald in believing the existence of ethnic conflict and mentioning some of the 

names.  
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5.2 Recommendation 

Based on the findings in this framing study, the researcher recommends the following.  

 It is important for The Ethiopian Herald to give better attention for ethnic conflict issues 

coverage. 

 The two newspapers should clearly state the real cause of the conflict, who was involved 

in the conflict and the real figure of the consequences. When this is done, the public may 

go one step into the solution.  

   As far as the government is responsible to safeguard its people, it has to give guarantee 

for journalists to properly exercise their profession and abstain itself from using odd 

words that indirectly may initiate conflict against others. For example the word ―Tsegure 

liwut‖ to represent unfamiliar person to the area used by the Premier may expose 

journalists to be hurt easily when they go to cover. 

 Both media houses and journalism schools should work together to produce qualified 

journalists that can act according to the professional ethics. 

 They should cover complete news stories to let the readers know the truth.  

 This study will initiate many research ideas to be studied on the framing of ethnic 

conflicts by the Ethiopian media. This can be done by selecting the setting of the conflict 

and the media. For example: how did the media frame the ethnic conflicts that occurred 

in Benshangul Gumuz between Amhara and Gumuz? Assessing the framing of the ethnic 

conflicts that occurred between the Guji and Gedeo by the Ethiopian print media. Or the 

framing of ethnic conflict before and after the coming of Abiy Ahmed (PhD) into power 

by different media outlets. 
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